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Introduction 

Joan Bennett has remarked that George Eliot's 

theme in I"'liddl~arch "is the adjustment of the 

aspiring individual to th~ inhibiting conditions 

of an actual social wor'ldo "I This remark applies 

equally to George Eliot's other novels$ Romola, 

}'elix Holt, Daniel Deronda, J'vlaggie Tulliver, 

e. ' ' 
and Adam. Bede, like Dorotr~, Lydgate, Rosamond, 

and Fred Vincy must adjust or reconcile then!-

selves to the actual social world. In short, 

the principal theme which runs throughout George 

Eliot's whole canon.can be said to be a search 

for reconciliation between the individual and 

society. 

BernaEd J~ Pari~ p~ts it thi~ way: 

The novel was the means by which 
she experimentally ~rought into 
contact the dispassionate order' 
of things and the passionate sub
jectivity of'human beings in an 
effort t6 discover their true 
ielati6n to each other and to 
explore the possibilities of a 
reconciliation between themo 2 

1 ' 
J o Bennett, Geor~e Eliot: Her Mind and 
~ 'Art (C~mbridge, 1948), ppo 175-76 0 

/ "1 '\:. 
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The actual social world is in George Eliot's view 
, , 

dispassion'ately ordered in as far as the individual 

man is concerried. This dispassionate ordering 

makes the actual social world objective in its 

treatment of the ind'ividual .. ~ian sometimes, forgets 

or ignores this obje~tivit~, and seeks to find 

in the social world a realization of his passionate 

subjectivity; he expect~ a correspondence between 

subjective aspirations and the actual social world. 

The social world, howev~r, is largely independent 

of the passionate subjectivity of indi~idual 
/' 

'human beings. Its objectivity and human subjec~' 

tivity do not coinci<;leo Man then often feels 

himself to be an alien in his own world e 

In her novels, George Eliot is attempting 

to find some common ground, between human subjec-

tivity and social objectivity; she is attempting 

to repatriate ·the alieno She writes, 

the inspiring principle which alone 
gives me courage to write is, that 
of so presenting our human life as 
to help my readers in getting a 
clearer conce~tion and ~,more active 
admiration of these vital elements 
which bind men together 0 0 0 • 

---------------------

3 

2Bo J o Paris, Experiments in Life (Detroit, 
1966), po 27" 

3Go S. Haight,'ed o , The George Eliot Letters 
(New Haven, 1954-55), IV, 472. 
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The II vi tal elements It must be interpreted as the 

-basis of a reconciliation between the individual 

man and men, for it is these elements which bind 

men together .. 

A clear understanding of these IIvital 

elements lr to which George Eliot referred is 

necessary for an understanding of her works. 

The Itvi tal elements If are simply cornpassiona te 

understanding and sympathy -- that particular 

feeling which allows on~ to sense meaningfully 

the subjectivity of another. For George Eliot 
, / 

this is not an academic or an inte~,lectual act; 
, , 

it is" as the 'word lI~eel ili9 II sugges ts, bas ically 

an emotional act, ~omething from the heart 

~ather than from the head. One ceases to look on 

a person as an extension of his own ego, as some

thing somehow.created ~o be used in serving one's 

own particular. end, and begins to. look on him 

asa human being with his own inner state. One 

feels that another person has Iran equivalent. 

centre of self, whence the lights and shadows 

must always fall with ac~rtain difference.,,4 

This feelin~ GeorgemEliot would argue, is the 

4George Eliot, Midd1emarch, ed. by Go So 
Haight, (Boston, 1956), p. 157. 
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basis on which is built a proper reconciliation 

between man and man o 

In all'her novels, George Eliot is c~ncerned 

with giving her reader a Irclearer and more active 

adm'iration " of these "vi tal elements " .. I have 

not chosen to discus~, all George Eliot's canon; 

rather, I would concentrate on one novel particularly, 

Middlemarch. I do this because I agree with Joan 
----------

Eliot "s "widest and deepest study of the inter-

penetration between the life of a community and 
,5 r 

the individual lives that comrose ito" If one 

accepts this statement, one would ~xpectto find 

.in ~lddlemarch Georg~ Eliot's most comprehensive 

study of' the "vital 'elements lr binding man to man o 

The question then arises, what aspect of this 

general theme which I have outlined is George 

Eliot concerned with in Kiddlem~£h~ 

George Eliot is dealing in Middlemarch 

with what I shall call the problem of heroism in 

'a modern, godless world; Prom George Eliot's essays 

and letters, we learn that she regarde~ Christianity 

and God as outmoded r~lics of a previous ageo 

4 



Traditional Christian heroism is no longer possible 

in a modern vwrld wherein IIGod-givenll values e.re 

no longer vai~d. Because of her ideas on the 

structure of' society, George Eliot felt that it 

was impossible for a man or woman to single-

handedly turn the tide of human affairs. Traditional 

s~cular heroism is de~d. Geor0e Eliot's religious 

and social theories preclude heroism in the 
..-1(\ 

traditional sense o The proble~ is,however"people 

with "heroic" qualities, eor "heroic" aspirations, 

are being born into the modern world~ Since fhe 

avenues to traditional heroism are no longer open, 

frustration will beset these people unless they 

find a means of reconciliation between their 
. 

aspirations and the limiting conditions imposed 

by the actual Social world~ How do these people 

find a·meaningfu~.p~ace in the modern world? 
. 

This, it seems to me, is the central question 

of Middlemarch o ------
In ~iddlemarch, George Eliot is attempting 

to point out through her .art a means of reconciliation 

between an·individual with heroic ~spirations and 

the· world oU,tside him. In, this 'way, Middl~~E£b: 

is a particular aspe~t of the general tbeme running, 

5, 



throughout George Eliot's canon. The means of 

reconciliation which she gives to the reader is 

the central moral message of !2.=!:.ddle~b... George 

Eliot suggests/that the aspiring hero who forsakes 

the quest for traditional heroism and finds the 

"pr.oper" means of reconciliation with the world 

becomes in fact the true, modern her6. George 

Eliot's conception of the modern hero is central 

r 
George Eliot did not begin writing prose fiction 

until she had r~ache~ middle age. By the time she 

began to write her .novels, sh~ had estab~ish~d 

herself as a' successful translator, ed-btor., ~nd 
essayist. Thus George Eliot took to her novels a 

mature intellect which had' delineated for itself 

sy~tematized artistic, philosophic, and social 

theories. Bernard J. Paris in the first seven 
, ' 

. . 
chapters of Experim~nts i2-~~f~ convincingly 

demonstrates this point.·Tt is, with George Eliot's 
,. 

social theories .that T am most concerned in'the 

'f~rst cha~tei of this thesis for they ~ffect the 

central probl~m of Middlem~rch. With social 

6· 
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theories I include theories of religion and vc"tlue. 

Social, religious, and villue theories are 

important to the problem of heroism. Heroism involves 

the embodiment and conservation of a socially 

significant value o Christianity had traditionally 

provided soci~ty w~th a system of values. With 

Christianity -- at least., with the God of Christianity 

discounted, wherein 'lay the ~ource of value? An 

act, a principle, or·an ~nstitution was no longer 

of value because God ga~e it value. George Eliot 

believed 'that the ultimate source of value rested 
t' 

withi~ man himself. An act, principle, or in~titution 

had va'lue becau~e it. fulfilled a human need. A 

&ocial or~anization such as a Church, fqr example, 

may have value in that it fulfils -a human need 

for'companionship and fellowship, and serves as 

an aritidote to l~nelin~ss; its value would not 
. ,:, 

'. 
stem fiom its 'avow~d function of glorifying G6do 

Value is not imposed upon man from wit~out --

or above o 

In the first· chapter of this thesis, I 

shall discuss Georg~ Eliot's ideas or theories 

cif value in ~s far .as they affect ~he problem 

of he-roism in a modero.., 'godless world. I shall 

devote the greatet part of the 'chapter, however, 

7 
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to an explanation of George Eliot's social theoryo 

"It seems to me that her ideas on the construction 

and functioning of society are basic to an under-

.standing of any of her novels. Needless to sa~ 

then, it is fundamental to the problem of heroism o 

In .Middlemarch, Ge?rge Eliot employs a recurring 

imaae to express her ideas on the construction 

of society. Society ~s compaied to. a spider's 

\t,eb 0 This image, we shal.l .also see, . gives an'" in-

sight into the function~ng of society. I shall go 

on to point· out the political implicati6ns of 
(" 

George Eliot's social theories for they relate 

to the pioblem of herois~ as presented ·in Middlemarch o 

In the second chapter· of this thesis, I 

~hall discuss the ·frustration of traditional 

heroism in a modern, g6dless world. We shall see 

that illusion is a by-product of this· frustration 

over orie' s ina:bili ty to fin·d mean.ingful reconciliation 

to society. H~re we sh~ll also see as, for example, 

in the case of.Dor~thea and Rosamond how George 

Eliot transforms the basically intellectual theories 
,. 

of value and society discussed in chapter one 

intQ an a~ti~tic statem~nt~ 

In the ·third Ghapter, I shall ex~mine 

George. Eliot' s ~nswer to the problem of heroism. 



," 

We shall see that George Eliot suggests that one 

v.Jho finds the "proper" means 9f reconciliation 

between himself and his world is the true, modern 

heroo We shall also see in the" case of Lydgate 

t~at science has,supplanted Christianity in 

providing an area for mo~ern heroism~ Ho~ever, 

because of his inability to "achieve r~conciliation 

with society, Lydgate did not become a scientific 

hero. Lydgate's tragic case emphasizes the basic 

theme: the primary need.for reconcil~ation b~tweed 

the indi~idU~l and society. 

9 
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1. Social Faith and Order 

George Eliot begins the Prelude to t!iddle!!!~E.£b.' 

by referring to the Spanish Saint Theresa. She 

comm8nts that in the three hundred year's between 

the time of Saint Thereas and the time of ~i~~le~~E.£b., 

there have been social changes which make an 

heroic life like that of Saint Theres:a' no longer 

possible 0', George Eliot explaines that the "tater

bOrJ;1 Theresas" found for themselves "no epic!" 

life" because theY'''were'helped by no coherent 

social faith and order which could perform the 

function of kno~ledge for the ardently willing 

soul. lIl This statement implies that the sixteenth 

century Theresa was helped by a coherent social 

faith and order. Faith mearis be~ief, trust, or 

even a system of religion. By social faith, 

George Eliot m~ans the religious or moral principles 

on which is built the' ~yste~ of values which ' 

society' as a whole accepts: Traditionaliy, Chris

. tiaI"?-i ty h'ad proVided these: principles 0 S'ocial 

order means the structure 'of society, the arrangement , . 

..,..-~---

l' . 
~lemar.cb.,p. 3' .. 

, (10) , 



," 

of people or groups of people in such a way tha~ 

society can Function properly. Tr'lditionally, 

a class sy~tem of varying degrees of rank had 

provided this order. George Eliot felt that 

by the time of IViiddl§.!.!!arch (around 1830) this 

traditional social· faith and order no longer 

agreed with the actual ~onditiohs of soci~tyo 

George Eliot said that the coherent 

social faith and order which she saw in Saint 

Theresa's day performed ,the "function of knowledge 

to the ardently willing soul." By this she 
/' 

indicates that Saint Theresa ~hought hei wcrld 

to be definitely arranged according to a clearly 
I 

discernible pattern. This arrangement not only 

extended through the tcnporal, or mundane world, 

but also into the moral, or spiritual world. 

The exactness of the wbrld's arrange~ent provided 

definite guides to be used in directing one's. 

life to the greatest possible effect. By the time 

of Middlemarch~ George Eliot would argue, the 
. ------- .' . 

patterns of arrangement in the moral and temporal . . 

worlds Were for.most peopl~ incoherent, blu~red, 

and .confused; thus. an ardeht~y wilting soul was 

often without c.ertain, know).edge of. how to order 

her l~fe to maximU~ effect. 

11 
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A new Theresa will hardly have the 
same opportunity of reforming a 
conventual life, any more than a 
new Antigone will spend her heroic 
piety in daring all for the sake 
of a brother's burial: the'medium 
in which their ardent deeds took 
shape is for ever gone. 2 

George Eliot comments that "a hUman being 

in this age~ nation of ours is a very wonderfu~ 

'whole, the slow creation of' long interchanging 

influences",,3 These interchanging influences 

divide into two basic typeso The one we may call 

personality influences: these include the various 
, /' 

faults and virtues which George Eliot would consider 

that an individual has built into his personality 

from birth. She states that I(it always remains 

true that if we h~d been greater, circumstances 

would have been less strong against uso,,4 This 

quotation leads naturally 'into the s~.~ond basic, 
, , 

, type of interthanging infl~ence, for in this 

quotation Georqe Eliot refers to circumstances 

which.he.lpto g~termine a person's lifeo By 

circumstances, she m~an~ influences on the 

individual brought ,to bear by society. Barbara 

----"--------------------------
2 . . ' 
,~ddl~~£.ch ,. ,p;, 6,12. 

3];£ido, po' ~OO .. , 

4 Ib id.', p.; 428. 
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. " 

the collective personality ·of the community acts 

as a causal agent, making and breaking relations .. ,,5 

In ~~li~Hol~, George Eliot writes, "There is no 

private life which has not been determined by a 

wider public lifeo,,6 In ~iddl~!I!~ES.h, the effect 

of society upon the individ~al is. emphasized when 

George Eliot observes, "There is no creature 

whose inward being is so strong that it is not 

greatly determined by what lies outside i~oll7 

In order 'to assess this great determining influence 
!' 

on the individual we will turn to a discussion 

of the society which George Eliot presents in 

MiddlemCl.rch, and its values e' . 

At the beginn~ng of the nineteenth century, 

English society appeared to be clearly defined in 

rigid ranks. The response 'to the French Revolution 

in Engfand . irii tiated a "panic-struck counter-

revolutionary response on the part of the landed 

5Eo Hardy, ~he_~Qvel~-2i George~lioi 
(Lo~dor'l, 1~63), p. 210 .. 

6George Eliot, Felix Holh The Radical 
(Toronto,1902)', po 51 • 

7Middlemarch,'po 612. 
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and commercial aristocracy"', and an accommodation 

on the part of the industr~al bourgeoisie with the 

8 
.§..:!:~·tu~ g~o In other words, traditional social 

order appeared to have been conserved -- with a 
(J.-

vengefce.. However, as the nineteen,th century 

advanced, society exhibit~d an ever-increasing 

unwillingness to determine an individual's worth 

by his rank; rather, society demonstrated a dis-

, position to judge an individual by his intrinsic 

personal'merits, and by his accomplishments. The 

industrial revolution had opened a wide avenue for 
, - /' 

social advancement~ Armed with those Victorian 

virtues, prudence and industry, one might rise 

from low estate to a positiori of great wealth. 

Those who became wealthy industr~alists, however, 

allied themselves, at least in spirit, with the 

heredi tary upper classes in IIrepressive and ,anti-

. . - 9 egalitarlan ldeology .. " But the masses of people 

were not without voices demanding social reforms. 

Robert Owen and Thomas Hodgkin represent only two 

such voices in the first half of the ninete~nth 
. 

century. Popular opinion forced the repeal of 

8E • Po Thompson, liThe lndustrial Revolution 
~nd Class Consciousness in the English 
Work.ing class", in D'D Lo Dowd, ed., 
T~~_~~_of R~~luti£~-1270-l870; 
(Boston, 1966>, 647. 

9 Ibid ., p. 647.-



of the Corn Laws in 1847, thus lowering food 

prices for the common man. Trade unions grew from 

a humble beginning at the first of t0e century 

into a powerful force by the time George Eliot 

was writing Middl~mar£~o Such events and developments 

as these indicated a growing social consciousness. 
. \ 

And such a social consciousness reflected an 

increasing tendency to de-emphasize concerns of 

rank which fragmented society in favour of concerns 

for society as an integrated whole. Along with 

this social development, there appears to have 

b d ' 1 ' . ~~ t k ~the een a correspon .lng y lncreas~ a tac on 

basic tene~ts of traditional religion. The 

Oxftrd Movement at mid-century, and the revival of 

religion among the working classes somewhat later 

could. not off-set the attacks, scepticism, and 

atheism of prominent thinkers. 

Middlemarch society stands at the be~inning 

of the period wherein the traditional concepts of 

social ~a~th and order were being questioned, and 

were giving way to change. Evid~nce of traditional 

social faith and order is still to be found~ and 

is still to be reckon~d wit~. But during the 

progress of the novel, it soon.becomes evident 

that traditional social faith with its values 

15 
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based on Christianity,.and traditional social order 

with i~s hierarchical arrangement are being re-

assessed. George Eliot felt that she recognized 

certain basic changes in ideas which would have 

a telling effect on the development df society. 

She saw early manifestations of these changes 
\ 

at the, time of the Great Reform Bill of 1832. The 

Reform Bill of 1867 was passed shortly before 

George Eliot began writing Middl~maEE~Q The 

development of social opinion over the years 

between the reform bills justified, s~e felt, her 

views in ~iddl~~~rch concerning the changes 

affecting society. 

'The division of society into various 

classes or ranks, and the arrangement of these 

classes of ~ahks on a vertically ascending scale 

had f0rmed the traditional basis of social order. 

,George Eliot obs~rved that in Middlemarch society 
, 10 

there was a clear distinction of rank. Rank 

was still the determining factor in social 

prestigue. Mrs Cadwallader's attention to qUestions 

"of rank is the source of much amusement in 

Middlemarch; nevertheless, this still reflects a 

serious concern felt by a large sector of Middlemarch 

---------------------
10 ' 
Middl~ch, p.' 65; p. 170. 
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society. On the subject of Celia and Dorothea's 

dress~ George Eliot observed that there was a 

"well-bred 'economy, which in those days made 

show in dres~ the first item to be ,deducted from, 

-when any margin was required for expenses more 

distinctive of rank. II Flippery 'in dress was 

"naturally" regarded "as the ambition of a huckster's 
,11 

daughter." There is in these statements a strong 

suggestion of social snobbery based on a con-

sciousness of rank. 

~hapter tert sees th~ last of the dinner 

parties held at the Grange as "proper" prelrminaries 

to Dorothea and Casaubon's wedding. Here at the 

party are gathered many of the leading figures 

of Middlemarch society', and it is possible to 

observe their preoccupation with rank. Mr Brooke 

did not invite Mayor Vincy's ~aughter, Rosamond, 

"for Mr Brooke, always obje'cting to go too' far, 

would not have chosen that his niec~s should 

meet the daughter of a Middlemarch m~nufacturer, 

1 l" t b I " " " rr 12 D ' : th un ess were on a pu lC o~c~s~ono ' urlng e 

"course of the party, the conversation turned to 

an assessment of the merits and demerits of a 

ll~iddlem~rch, p. 5. 

121£.id., po 66 • 

")..7 



new medital man, Tertius Lydgate, who had recently 

come to Middlemarcho Some of the discussion ' 

centered around the suitability of medicine as 

a profession for a man of Lydgate's birtho Mrs 

Cadwallader observed that Lydgat~ was a gentlemano 

Lady Chetth,am followed wi th ,a comment on Lydgate' s 

"good connections", ~nd then added, "One does not 

expect it in a practitioner of that kindo For my 

own part, I like a medical man more on a footing" 

with the servants ° . . .. 
Many of the sections in the novel which 

/ 
devote themselve$ to relating the gossip of various 

characters reflect a preoccupation wi~h rank, or 

social status. ~rs Plymdale gloated over her son's 

marriage to a member of the Toller family for 

that represented a rise in rank. 14 Mrs Bulstrode 

refle<;:ted that it was "more respectable" to be 

saved in the Established Church than in a 'Dissenting 

Church. lS The love ~ffair between Mary Garth and 

Fred Vincy upset Fred's mother because she"felt, 

that Fred would lower himself socially through 

',such a union. IrJhen Fre,d de'clined the cle'rgy in" 

favour of working for Mr Ga~th, Mr Vincy thundered, 

13Middlem~£b., P'D 67. 

14Ibid ., p. 477. 

15 . 
, Ibl£., P,o 449. 
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, 

"You've thrown away you,::, education, and gone d01tl(n a 

step ~n life, when I had given you the means of 

rising, 16 that's all. 1I Sir James objected to 

Dorothea's marriage to Ladislaw because it would 

17 take. her "out of her proper rank." 

There was in Middlemarch society a social 

stigma attached to making ·one's money through trade 

or industry. Rosamond Vincy, for example, 

felt she might have been happier if 
she had not been the daughter of'a 
Middlemarch'manufacturer, She dis
liked anything which reminded her 
that her mother's father had been 
an innkeeper .. r 

Ned Plymdale and Caius Larcer had no knowledge 

18 

of French, nor could they speak on any subject with 
. 

striking knowledge, "except perhaps the dyin'g and 

carrying trades, which of course they were ashamed 

to, me'ntion. Ill? These trades were not ·genteel. 

Among such. peopl'e of means in the so-called 

middle-classes, there was.a keen desire'for attaining 

-the trappings. of gentility_ It ~as not Ros~mond 

alo,newho desired "connections which offered vistas 

16 " 
Middl§:'E!::~Ech, p. 4'14. 

1 7 J:b i 2.., p .. 5 9 7 • 

75'0 

1Q7 ..L.-',. 
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20 of that middle-class heaven, rankoll In the same 

vein, George Eliot observes that Mr Standish, the 

old lawyer, lIhad been so long concerne? with the 

landed, gentry that he had become landed himselfo 1l2l 

He' thereby attained a measure of social status. 

Bulstrode's purchase of Stone Court fits into the 

same pattern of motivation. 

Sir James Chettham'was deeply concerned 

with the traditional social order based on rank. 

At one point in the n'ovel when he was exasperated 

~ith'Br66ke's politica~ activiti~s, Chettham said, 
r 

111 do wish people would :Qehave like gentlemen. lI 

.George ,Eliot goes on to comment that Chettham 
. . 

felt "'that this was a'simple and comprehensive 

programme for social well-being. ,,22 The impl.ication 

of this stat~ment is that if all people in ~ll 

ranks .or classes acted in a ,manner befitting 

,their station (however that may be), then ~oci~ty 

would function properlyo In Chettham's statement ,~ 

the term ligen tleman 11 impl ies wo.r:th as weI i "as 

status, and 'we know from ,other·things which Sir 

James has said that he believes a gentleman is 

20 '. 
. ~1iddlemaE.£b., po 88. 

21I~ido,. po 65 .. . 

22Ibid~, po 280. 
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a gentleman because of his birth. In other words, 

a man's status as a gentleman is not determined by 

his intrinsic persondl merit. This view contrasts 

with that expressed in Ladislaw's statement to 

Bulstrode: "It'ought to lie within a man's self 

23 that he is a gentleman." Here is a definite 

statement that one's worth and'status,in society 

should be determined' by one's qualities as a 

hUman beingo George Eliot implies the same belief 

when she writes', "Whatever has been or is to be 
" ,~ 

narrated:by me about low people, may be ennobled 

24, ~ 
by being a parable." Character -- good or bad 

is 'not confined' by class boundaries;, This view 

represents some of the change in social ideas 

which George Elibt sees beginning in Middlemarch 

society. 

Fairly early,in the novel, in referring to 

the change going on in society, George Eliot states, 

"Old provincial society'had its share of this 

subtle movement." She goes on to observe th~t, 

a few personages or families that stood 
with rocky, firmness amid all this 
fluctuation, were slowly'presenting 
new aspects in ?pite of solidarity, 

-----
'23Midd1.3.!!§rcb., p.' 457. 

'24Ibido, p. 249. 
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and altering with the double change 25 
of self and behold~r. 

Sir James Chettham would feel that he was standing 

with rocky firmness concerning his beliefs in 

the traditional s06ial order; yet George Eliot 

shows that in this regard he too was affected by 

the subtle movement 0 Sir James modified ~ his 

attitud~ foward Dor6~heQ after her marriage to 

Ladislaw, The social order which Sir James so 

jealously guarded appea~s to be 'giving way at 

the end Gf the novel. 

It became an 'understood thing that Mr 
,and Mrs Ladislaw should pay at least 
two visits dtiring the year to the 
Grange, and there came gradually a 
small row of cousins at Freshitt who 
enjoyed playing with the two cousins 
visiting'Tipton as, much as if th~ blood 
of these cousins had been less 
dubiously mixedo 26 

22' 

George Eliot's views on the inter-relationships 

in society help to explain why she felt that the 

traditional social order cquld n9 longer be regarded 
. . 

as a meaningful basis for social organizationo 
, , 

At the beginning of chapter fifteen of 'Middlemar£!2, 

-_ ..... -
25 , Middlemarch, pp. 79-71. 

26Ibidoi po 612'. 
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George Eliot tells of the "lusty ease" with which 

Fielding proc~ded in his writings; but she adds 

that in her day there is not enough time for such 

a leisurely pace~ 

I at least have so much to do in 
unravelling certain human lots, and 
seeing how they were woven and inter-
00ven, that all the light I can 
command.must be'concentrated on this 
particulat we~; and not dispersed 
over th~t temptino range of 
relevanciea called the universe. 

This comment introduces aD impor~ant metaphor in 

~iddl~~~, wherein the lives of the varioufo 

characters are compared to the intertwining 

threads of a web. Differ~nt threads touch each 

27 

other at various places just as va·rious. live~ 

come into contact repeatedly. Thes~ contacts hold 

society together as a unit ju~t as a web is held 

together by the interconnecting threads~ This 

metaphor is used repeatedly in describing the most 

intimate intertwining of human lives, marrtage. 28 

. . 
In this metaphor is found th~ core of George' 

Eliot's belief that ~ocie~y coniistsof dynami~, 

interconnections between individuals. 

27 '. 
'. lVliddlemarch, po .105. 
28 " . 

. In Middlem~rch, 
. .andCasaubon' , 

.',Celia, 'p. 45; 
p. 253. 

for example; Dorothea 
p. 16; Sir James and 
Rosamond ·and Lydgate, 
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In the "Address to Working Men by Felix 

Holt", George Eliot illustrates, again by means 

of metaphor, the eff~~ts o~ the interconnected-

ness of society .. 

Society stands before us like that 
wonderftil 'piece of life, the human 
body, with al~ its various parts de
pending on one another. 8 •• Be
cause the body is made up of so . 
many vaiious parts, all are likely 
• • • tc? feel the effect if anyone 
of them goes wrong. 29 

An individual harmful action ultimately hurts 

the whole of society because .of the interdePtn

dence and interconnection of the individual so-

cial ~nits. By the same token, a beneficial action 

will have' wide-spread. good effect .. "So I think ,II' 

said Felix Holt, 

"I shall-be borne' out in saying that 
a working man ••• can understand 
that'a society, to be well off, must 
be made·up chiefly of men who con
sider the general g60das weli as '30 
their own. W 

Bernard J. Paris summarizes the point when he 

writes, 

.29Go Eliot, "Address to the vJorking Men, 
.by Felix Holt", in her ImBressions of 
Th~£2£ras~~ Sucb~ Essays, and ~eaves 
!E~~ ~ot~~oo~ '(~oronto, 1902), po 196. 

30Ibi (f". 196 ___ ,po • 
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Because of the dynamic interconnection 
of the social elements, the fate of 
each individual is largely determined 
by the state of the whole, and the 
state of the· whole is modified by 
the actions of individuals. 

. George Eliot's opinion of the composition 

31 

of society is perhaps best summar~zed by Mr Brooke. 

when he was attempting to ~ersuade Mr Mawmsey, the 

grocer, to give him political support. Mr Brooke's 

intellectual acumen was often less than acute; but, 

as George Eliot said, "wr~ng reasoning sometimes 

lands p~or mortals in right conclusions",,32 'Hr 
f 

Brooke pointed out to Mawmsey that society is 

"all one family, you know -- it's all one. cupboard .. ,,33 

The dynamics of social interconnections de~ 

fy social barriers. In discussing Joshua Rigg's 

background, George Eliot comments on the impor-

_tanc~ of "low people", for by their "int.~rfere~1ce, 

however little we may like it, the course of the 
. . 34', 

world is very much determlned~ 11 George Eliot 

believed. that the traditional social order had 

31 B 0 J a Paris, Ex~riments in Life, .p 0 42. 

'32 
~ddlemarch,p. 18. 

33 Ibid ., po 36. 

34Ibid • po 302. --- , 
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accentuated the particular, often selfish, in-

terests of the various classes. Such an ortler, 

dividing society into rigid gro~pings, each with 

its own particular interests, was sociillly unde-

sirable: since the dynamic interconnectedness of 

the individual socia~ elemefits disregards class 

barriers, there is need for common concern for 

society's in.terests. In the "Address to Working 

Men by Felix .Hol t", George Eliot writes that "class 

d~stinctioris must inevitably change their character 

and represent the varying Duties of men, not their 

35 . varying Interests." 

George Eliot was not suggesting a revolu-

tionary eradication of the class system. She was 

not obj~cting to upper classes as such; rather she 

was objecting to selfish class interests.·; She 

wished those with wealth and authority to use these 

assets in a socially beneficent way; thus they 

could initiate the process of.change •. In· Daniel 

Q~ronda, for example, Gwendolen Harleth-Grandi~ 

couit wished to .give up her ~ealth, but Daniel 

Deronda advised her to use it to bring joy and 

happiness to people who were in contact with her 

-----------------
35G"0 Eliot, "An Address to the Working 

Men, by Felix Holt", ppo 198-199. 
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and needed aid. If she gave up her wealth, she 

would be unable to give such aido Such a life of 

charity, Deronda argued, would place Gwendolen 

"among the bes t of· women, such as made others 

. 3·6 
glad that they were bQrn. 1I Geo.rge Eliot's po-· 

sition in this regard is summarized by Farebrother 

when he says to Dorothea, "The stronger t~ing is 

not· to give up power, but't'o use it well. 1I37 As· 

she suggested in the "Address to the' Working Men 

by Felix Holt", George El~otfelt that when the 

various classes began to use their particular as

sets to benefit all society, not just a particular 

segment, then the rigidity of class structure would 

begin ·to disappearo It is the "stealthy convergence 

of human lots" which produces this "subtle movement".38 

The use of the words "stealt0y"·,and "subtle" sug-: 

gest a slow gradualness in this process. 'George 

Eliot. was not a revolutionary; she was essentially 

a conservative. 

--------- ------

36G• Eliot, Daniel Deronda· (~orQnto, 
1902), ppo 771-775 s 

37Middlemarch, p~ 375. 

38I~id., p~ 700 
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In Middlemarch society there was a tension 

between the traditional social order and the new 

order wherei~ mutual social intercists were gradu

ally eroding the rigi~ity of class distinctions. 

This ne~ order, George Eliot would argue, growing 

out of th~ dynamic interconnectedness of indivi

dual social units, is rooted in'the very nature of 

society. Its movement is directed toward the future. 

This, however, is only a part of the change ~hich 

was taking 'place in Mid~lemarch society. Traditional 

social faith was also undergoing a change. George 

Eliot wrote that this was an age which had 'rio 

"guiding visions 'and spiritual directorso,,39 

," 

Tradit~onally, an object; thought, or act, had 

value because God gave it value o George Eliot 

does not accept this belief; nor does she believe 

that society itself'ever real~y did: Sh~ fe~ls that 

society was merely deluding its~lf by su~h beliefs 

and was unconscious of its real motives. The fol-

lowing scene provides an example of how George 

Eliot find~ un~een motives in a certain Christian 

128 



doctrine. Casaubon had just learned that h~ was 

going to die. Casaubon, George Eliot wrote, 

held himself t6 be, with some pri
vate scholarly reservations, a be
lieving Christian, as to esfimates 
of the present and hopes of the 
future. But what we strive to grati
fy, th?ugh w~ ~aY,Cail it,a distant 40 
hope, 1S an 1mmed1ate des1re •••.• 

Here George Eliot states that hope for the future 

is really a disguised attempt to gratify an im-

mediate deSire. Bopesfor the future, as indicated 

in the quotation, figure importantly in Christiani

ty. Such hopes are centred around Heaven. George 

Eliot would explain the Christian doctrine of 

heaven in this way: man has a desire 'to eqjoy hea-. '. 

ven-like conditions now bn earth~ Since this desire 

is presently unattainable, m~n has projected·Heaven 

into the future as a kind bf desire-fulfilment. 

G~orge Eliot wrote that she saw in Chris-

.tianity "the highe~t expression of the religious 

sentiment that has yet found .its place in the his

tory of mankindo,,41 Nevertheless, she felt that 

---,--- ----------------
40 . .. 
Middl~E.ch, po 311. 

41Go Eliot~ r:e~tteE.§., III, 231. 
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Christianity was not suited to the needs of mo-

dern society. In the Millon the ~~§., she com-· 

ment~d, 

Expensive sermons and treatises, 
newly issued leave all things as they 
were bef~re • • •• They are written 
on velvet cushions to teach endurance 
to those who ~re treading with bleeg~ng 

. feet on the stones. 

George Eliot sens·ed that much of the value 

of Christianity was lost in the egoism nourish~d by 

certain ~hri~tian doctrines~ She appears to have 

.been greatly impressed by Ludwig Feuerbach's/ideas 

on Christ·iani ty,which she translated in T.he Es-
'. '~.-

"With the ideas of Feuer-

43 bach," she wrote, "I everywhere agree." Bernard 

J o Paris summed up one of Feuerbach's central argu-

ments when he wrote, "Many· Christian doctrines are 

th~ ~xpres~ion of man's ·egoistic ~esire ·th~t his 

44 consciousness have 1.Jnlimited freedom and power." 

42G• EliGt,The Millon the Floss (Toronto, 
1902·), p. 305. 

43Go E:1iot, Lett~,~I+, 153' •. 

44Jo B. Paris, §xperiments in Life,·p. 95. 
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In the story of Bul~trode, George Eliot 

illustrates the force of egoism in shaping reli-

gious ~oc~rine. George El~ot does n6t question 

Bulstrode's sincerity: "Por the egoism which en-

ters our theories does not affect their sincerity; 

rather, the more our egoism is satisfied i the more 

robust is our belief.,,45 ~ulstrode lived "uniting 

•• 0 distinguished religious gifts with successful 

business'!, until "as age made' egoism more eager 

but less erijoying, his. soul had become ~ore satu-

rated with the belief that he did everything for 

God 's k b· . d· ff t to ·1· t f' h· /' ,,46 sa e, e1ng ln 1 eren or 1S own. 

When Buls'trode "snefarious past was exposed, he 

f·el t "that God' had disowned him before men and ],eft 

him unscreened .. ,,~7 When his egoism was no longer· 

gratified, Bulstrode was'not so robust in his be-

.lief. Mrs Sprague summed up the religious' effect 

of the Bulstrode affair when she commented, "And ot: 

course it is a discredit to his doctrine-s.,,48 So 

George Eliot meant it. "What. can the fitness of 

45t!idd!~E.£!2., p. 382. 

46Ibid.~ pp. 450-51. 

47Ibid.~ Pi> 533. .-
48 Ibid • , p. 544. 
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things mean if not their fitness to a man's expec-

tations~ Failing this, absurdity and atheism gape 

behind him. ,,49 ,.' 

The relationship which George Eliot discerned 

between ~goism and traditional Christianity did not 

prejudice her presentation of characters ,who we~e 

closely associated with the Christian religion. 

In her novels George Eliot has created a number 

of clergymen, repr~sentatives.of traditional social 

faith, who·are truly admirable characters. Mr Tryan 

in ~~~~~ Re~~ta~£~ is the first of a series of 

such characters. who include Mr Irwine in 6£am §~, 

~2!i, ~nd Mr Cadwallader and Mr Fareb~other, to 

mention a few. These men speak with voices of au-

thority in the novels but without exception their 

religious doctrines play no part in determining 

eith~r their voice of authority or theii admirable 

traits. Lydgate put.his finger on the central is-

sue when he spoke to Dorothea. on behalf of. Mr P·are-

brother: "he is only Cl. parson among p·arishioners 
. 50 

whose lives he has to try to make better." 

--------------.-----------~ 
49 ' . 

. Middle~arch, p. lOO~· 

50· . Ib i d., P • 3 6 3 • . -
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Farebrother, like the other clergymen mentioned, 

exhibited a genuine concern for the well-being of 

others. For George Eliot, this is hi~ chief good. 

Lydgate went on t6 discuss Mr Tyke who was more 

"ap.0sto~ic"; that ~s, he was more concerned with 

doctrinal issues than with social ones o Lydgate 

observed that "a good deal of his doctrine is a 

sort of pinching hard to m~ke people uncomfortably 

aware of him. II5l Nowhere in the novel is there 

any mentibrt of any concern felt by Mr Tyke for the 

social well-being of others~ _By settin~ up a com-' 
, /' 

parative parallel betweenMr Farebrother and Mr 

Tyke, George Eliot illustrates the uselessness of 

religious doctrine insofar as social well-being is 

concerned, and at-the sa~e time stresses th~ impor-

'tance of actively working toward making one neigh-, 

bour's life on earth better. 

Ge'orge Eliot stat~d that "religion can only 

change when t~e emotions which fill it 'ar~ 

, 52 
changed. IT As we have already' seen, she fel t that, 

selfish desire, or egoism formed the emotional 
, ' 

basis ~or ttaditional Christi~nity. Georg~ Eliot's 

----'-,---- ------....,-*----,-------~-

'51 - ~ 
_ Middl~!.!!.§E.£b., p. 363. 

52!~., p .. 454. 

. ' 
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meaning of egoism is made clear in her comments on 

certain characters. She pointed out that Rosamond 

Viney "had little been used to imagining other 

people's states' of mind except as a material cut 

into shp.pe by her'own wisheso,,53 The effects of 

such an egoistic attitude are shown when Mrs Garth 

ad~onished Fred Vincy, 

"Yes" young p~ople, are usually bli'nd 
to everything but their own ~ishes, 
and seldom imagine how m\lch those 54 
wishes cost others ~," 

'Egoism prevents one' from realizing that anotper 
, 55 

person,has an "equivalent centre of self." 

George Eliot ~utlined her idea of the kind 

of emdtional tiasis'needed f6r a changed: religion. 

S,he. wrote, 

there is no general doctrine which 
is ~otcapable of eating out our 
morality if unchecked by the deep
s~ated h~bit of direct fellow-feeling 
with individual f~llow-men. ' 

If instead of selfish desire, sympathetic ~itruism 

53Middlemarch, p~ 569. 

54!bido, p. 419. 

55' , 
157. ,~., po 

5~IEi..s!. , p., 453'0 
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formed the emotional basis of religion, tradi-

tional religion' would change into something whi~h 

could answer the' needs of soci~ty. The morality of 

the new religion develops wholly out of hUman al-

"truism,. and a recognition of the implications of 

the dynamic interconnectedness of individuals in 

.society. The social logic of this ~evelopment in-

sures its meaningfulness. 

In l::!iddle!!@:EEb.., then, we see two kinds of 

mor~lity. The one is based on Christian doctrines, 
.. 

and the other is based on direc~ fellow-feeling , 

r 
with'individual fellow men. In one of her letters 

George Eiic:it .repudiCites ~n ar'gument that "there is 

nothing in the constitution of things. to p~oduce, 

to favour, or to demand a course of action called 

right"" a'part from the central dogmas of Christiani-' 

.ty.57George.Eliot firmly held the'belief that moral 

~ 
attitudes were the products of ingrained, symathe-

.1\ 

tic feelings. Her. nbvels, she states, 

have for ·their main bearing .' •• a 
conclusion without w~ich I could not 
have cared to write any representa
tion·of lifenam~ly, that the -
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fellowhip between man and man which' 
has been the principle of development, 
social and moral, is not d~pendent on 
conceptions of what is not man: and 
that the idea of ~od,·so far as it has 
been a high spititual influence, is 
the idea of a goodriess entirely human58 Cio ~., an exaltation of the human) •. 

During the course of discussing Dorothea's' 

effect on Will Ladislaw~ George Eliot noted, 

There are somehatures in which, {i 
they love· us, we are conscious of 
having. a sort of baptism and conse-

. cration: they bind us over to recti
tude and purity by their pure belief 

. about us; and our sins becom~ the 
worst kind uf sacrilege which'tear?59 
down the invisible altar of truth. 

By using such words 'as "baptism", "consecration", 

"sins" "sacrilege" and "altar" George Eliot . ' . , , 
9ives .a definite religious overt6ne to this passage. 

This is n~t misleading. As Reva Stump. argues, , 

Geor'ge Eliot implies "that human beings; in their 

very capacity as human beings, can affect each 

other ~n such a way as to create wh~t is essentially 

a r~ligious experienc~, as for example in the upper 

rooms'cene i~ Adam Bede." 60 This. is the scene in 

which Dinah Morris comforts Hetty Sorrel on .the 

--------~------------------~-

58~ , . 
\..:1. EllOt, 1ill§.£§., VI, 98. 

59Middlem.?::E.S:b.,. po 565. 

60. Ro' S.tump, Movement an3,...Vision in George 
Eliot's Novels (Seattl'e 1 l959), p. 177. 
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eve of the day set for Hetty's execution. In spite 

of Hetty's prayer to God, George Eliot comments 

61 that "it was the human contact she clung to." 

This human contact is the basis of George Eliot's 
, 62 

tI reI ig,ion wi thou t the aid of theology 0" In one 

of her letters, George Eliot stated, 

A public tribute to any man who has 
done the world a service with brain 
or hand, has on me the effect of a 
great religious ~ite, with pealing 
organ and full-voiced choir. 63 

For George Eliot, moral progress is found' 
r 

in the progress from a~ egoistic to ~n altruistic 

outlook on life. Egoism would seem to stem from the 

primitive urge for self-survivalo Altruism appears 

to be the consequence' of man's relation to society. 

"The moral educa ti'on of the iridi vidual is the 

process by which his animal egoism is subdued 

and transformed into altruism by his social 

experience.,,64 George Eliot wrote, "We are all 

of us born in moral stupidity, taking the world 

----------------

61Go Eliot, Adam Bede (New York, 1964), 
po 440. ------

62 . 
Middle~arc~, p. 185: 

63 
Letter~, IV, 196 8 

64Bo Jo Paris, ~eriments in Life, p. 56. 
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" 65 as an udder "to feed our supreme selves." A. 

person sensitive t6 the nature Of social inter-

connectedness and its implicatlons, sensitive to 

the facts that "scenes which make vital changes 

in our neighbour's lives are. but the background 

66 of our own tr
, realizes the impo~tance of the 

"self-subduing act of fellowShip,!.67 Through 

such acts the conditions of the world are gradually 

improved .. 

Middlemarch has in"it many characters who aspire 

to heroism, 'each in 'his own wayo In the Introduction 

to this thesis, I wrote that the hero embodies 

and conserves a socially significant value o George 

Eliot, We have seen, feels that modern society 

is mdn-centered rather than God-centeredo God 
, ' 

does not give va10e to things'on earth; ~~n does. 

The modern ardent soui, as George Eliot would 

't~r~ it, must somehow realize thiso If he does not, 

65 " 
~iddlemarch, p. ,156. 

66Ibi~·." po 238. 

67 Ib J." d-, 5°8 _ p.o.;. 
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the values he may seek to embody and. conserve may be 

at best superfluous, or at worst harmful to modern 

society. This person must .also realize how society 

is truly organized, and how differences between 

classes are in the final effect artificial. If he 

realizes this, he will u0derstand that it would 

be unlikely that he could suddenly and single-

handedly change the direction of society. Social 

change can be wrought only by cine member of the 

social organism. affecti~~ anoth~r, and he another, 

and so forth, until a sizeable momentum .is ·built 

39 

up. SociaJ amelioration is a slow and graduai process. 

Unless the ardent soul recognizes all this, 

he may well 'becom~ frustrated in his searc~ ~ 
heroic channels for his life o At least. one critic 

has suggested that ~iddl~~rch is a,study in 

frustration. 68 Such a reading, although it may 

be justified in as .far as it goes, seems to me. 

to be essentially a negative reading. George Eliot 

has certain very positive things to say in 

Middlemarch, as we shall see in the last chapter 

of this thesis. To read Middlemarch as a study 

68E • Wagenknecht, Cava!£~de~f the English 
.' ~!,(New.·York, 1943), p. 326 .. 



in frustration, ~nd stop there seems to neglect 
~+' 

the more pos~ive suggestions for social amelioration 

which George Eliot presentso Rev~ Stump puts it 

this way: 

this'novel.explores the imperfectly 
fulfilled life·, what would be necess~ry 
for fulfil~ment, the attempts which 
are made, the nature of the failure, 
and the known extent of the success. 

In the next chapter, I shall attempt to· 
. . 

demonstrate how failure. to understand what is for 

.George Eliot the real nature of social faith and 
t' 

order results in frustration and unfulfilment for 
. . 

those who would seek the heroic lifeo Then 'in 

the last chapter, I shall discuss George Eliotis 

presentation of the fulfilled life, aryd attempt 

to show how for her such a life rep~es~n~s true, 

modern heroism. 

------------~-----------------

69 Ro 'Stu~p, Movement and Vision in Geor~~ 
Eliot~Novel~, p. 1~3. 

69 
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IIe Heroic.Frustration 

Dorothea, Lydgate, and Rosamond each aspired to a 

kind of heroism. Dorothea wished to be a heroine 

in the order of the Christian saints. Lydgate 

wished. to be a scientific hero.· Rosa~ond desired 

to be a romantic heroine; that is, to be a heroine 

of the type found in romance. Bulstrode, Casaubon, 

and Fred Vincy.also longed for a kind of her'Oism. 

Bulstrode parallels Dorothea. in his desire for 

em~nence as a Chris~ian. Cas~ubon, in his scholarly 

. p~rsui t for the key to all mythology, parallels 

Lydgate's search for the biological pr~mitive 

tissue. Fred's desire for the gentlemanly life, 

in the traditional sense, parallels Rosamond's. . . 

\.: longing for social prestige. ~ Each of these 

characters, with the ~o~sible exception.of Lydgate, 

looked to find heroism within. the context of 

traditional social faith and order, failing.to 
. . 

understand that this social faith and order did 

not meaningfully. ap~ly to the actual conditions 

.of their society. Some came to .this realization; 

others did nota 

(41) 



Failure to comprehend the nature of social 

faith and order stemmed from two basic types of 

causeso The one type is social in nature, and the 

other personale Social causes represent certain 

influences on the characters brought to bear by 

societyo ·Personal ·causes are influences which 

are rooted in one's personality. For example, 

George Eliot considers egoism to be one of the 

strongest personal causes, and education one.of 

the more important soci~l causes which blind certain 

cha-racters to the real.nature of social faith and 
( 

order. 

Because the traditional concepts of 

religion and rank do not reflect the real nature 

of Middlemarch society, atte~pts to find heroism 

along traditional lines are met with frustration. 

The idea that heroism can be found along such 

lines is an illusion. Frustration can either drive 

a character'to disillusionment or deeper into 

illusion. Disillusio.nment may in certain cases 

-serve as the first step in coming to an understanding . . . 

of the real nature of social organlzatio~. and 

values. 

The first part of this chapter will centre 

around a discussion of the motivations for, and 

the scope of the heroic aspirations of Dorothea, 
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Bulstrode, Rosamond, Fred, Lydgate, and Casaubono 

There will also be a discussion of the system of 

values influenced by these aspirations for heroism. 

An understanding on these matters will be helpful 

in assessing the frustration which besets the six 

characters .mentioned. The last part of the 

chapter will then deal with an analysis of the 

frustration suffered by those whom we see aspiring 

to heroism. 

I' 

George.Eliot wrote that Dorothea was 

"enamoured of' intensity a,nd greatness". Her "mind 

was theoretic", 

and yearned by its nature after some 
lofty cdnception of the wo~d wh~ch 
might fairly include the parish.of 
Tipton and her own rule of conduct 
there " • 

When thinking of her marriage. to Casaubon, 

Dorothea emphasized greatness, and· abhorred 

trivialities. 

1 

There'wpuld be noth{ng trivial about 
our lives. Everyday things with us 

1.· . 6 
Mlddlemarch, p. • 
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would mean the great things. It would 
be like marrying Pascal. I should learn 
to see the truth by the same light 
as great men have seen it by. And' 
then I, should know what to do, when 
I got older: I should see how it 
was 'possible to lead a grand life 
here now --'in England o 

The association.of Dorothea with ·such female 

saints as Saint Theresa, Saint Barbara, Saint 

2 

Catherine, and Saint Clara underscores 'Dorothea's 

love of 'infensity .and greatness. Dorothea~s 

intense admiration of such men as'Milton, Pascal, 

JeremyT~y16r, Boisu~t, SaintAugus~ine,and Hooker 

would indicate that she wish~d to identify ~r 

life with per$ons whose 'lives were noted for 

Christian piety. Dorothea's was a "nature altogether 

ardent, thepr:'etic, and intellectually consequento,,3. 

ItKll Dorothea's passion," George'Eliot 

comments, ·"was.transfused through a mind struggling 

toward an ideal life.,,4 This.id~al life.r~pre

sents for Dorothea her conception of heroism. 

Theie may be, as one ~ritic ~as sugges~ed,5 some 

degree of egoism in Dorothea's hdesire to make 

-----------------~. --~ 

z ' 
Middle~~E£~, p. 21. 

3 b' d' 21 ~~-, p. • 

41bid--., p. 32:. 

5~o Hardy, "The Homent of Disenchantment 
in George Eliot's Novelsn , 'Rev:h~of 
Engl ish--2tudies.:, N. S.o, y: (July, 1954), 26"3.· 
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her life greatly effective",,6 Dorothea's repeated 

empha~is on greatness and grandness appears to 

suggest ~uch a taint of egoism. George Eliot wrote 

that even " a·r dent souls, ready to construct their 

-coming lives aie apt to commit· themselves to the 

fulfilment of their own visions .. ,,7 In-fairness to 

Dorothea, however, one must admit that she did ex-

hibit a genuine social coricern for the w~ll-being 

of others {n her plans for buildirig good cottages~ 

But Dorothea wanted to lead a more effective life 

than this .. She felt ~hat by overcoming 0er ignorance 
(" 

in intellectual matters· she would be able to lead 

such a life. Her marriaq~ to Casaubon, she believed, 

would deliver. her from her girlish 
. subjection to her own ignorance, and 
give her the freedom of voluntary sub
mi~sion to a guide who would take herS 
along the grandest path. . 

She was going to have room for the 
energies which stirred uneasily under 

45 

the dimness and pressurp of her own 
ignorance and petty peremptoriousness· of 9 
the world's habits. -

------------------------------------------
6Middle~£~, po,20. 

7Ibid ., po 399. 

SIbid'., p. 21 .. 
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Casaubon, Dorothea believed, "united the glories of 

doc.tor and saint"; his work "would reconcile com

plete knowledge with devoted piety .. ,,~O. .IlThose pro-

vinces of masculine knowledge seemed to her a st~n-

ding-ground from which all truth could be seen more 

11 truly .. " 

Dorothea was on the right track in connec-

ting social duties with the grand life; but. George 

Eliot hints that Dorothea had a "sad liability to 

tread in the wrong plac~s on her way to the New 
.' 12 . 

Jerusalem." . Doroth~a's extraordinary pre-occupation 
,,-

with le~rning.and knowledge led her to ridiculous 

conc1usions'~ Just befor~ her marriage to Casaubon 

~he came to the conclusion that, 

Peihaps ·even Heb~ew might-be nec~s~ary 
-- at lea~t the alphabet and a few. 
roots -- in order to arrive ·at the 
core. of things, and judge soundly on 
the ~ocial duties of th~ Christian •••• 
Miss Brooke was c~rtainly very 
na'i ve. 0 .0 

--~------------------.-------------~ . , . 

lOMiddlemarch, po 18. ------
:llIb'd" ----2:.-. ... , 

IZIbis!'. , 

13Ibid • , 

p. 47,. 

po· ~8 •. 

.p ~ 47 .• 
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George Eliot pointed out the cause of 

such naivet~ .in Dorothea. She stated that Dorothea 

was/ 

struggling in the bands of a narrow 
teaching, hemmed in by a social life 
which seemed - nothing but a labyrinth 
of petty courses, a walled-in·ma~e 14 
of small paths that lead nowhere. 

DorDthea's education, including both her schooling 

and her devotional reading, had left her only a 

·15 "thimbleful of matter it?- the shape of knowledge." 

The chief part: o·f her education consisted of a "toy-

I" 16 
box history of .the world adapted to young ladies. II; 

This was coinplemented by the· "shallows of ladies '-
. . 17 
school literature."· Given a natu~ally ardent 

nature, Dorothea would .find her social life ~es-: 

trictive. 

The couritry gentry of old time lived 
in a rarefi~d social air: dcitted apart 
on thei~ statiQns up the mountain they 
looked down with imperfect discrimina
tion on t,he bel ts of thicker life be
low.. And D'orothea was, not, at ease in 
the perspective and chillness of that 18 
height. 

14Middle~~ECh, po 21. 

15Ib · d, 18 _1::-'., po. 

16I £ido, p. ·63 .. 

17 Ibid.''- po lB. 

18Ib · d-_-2:.!--o, p. 238 .. 
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Dorothea thought she saw a means ot escape from 

this restriction through greater .learning e 

Oppressed by the confines of her social 

life, and misguided by the ~hallownes~ 6f her edu-

cation, Dorothea married the Reverend Edward Ca-

saubon. As we have seen, Dorothea felt that with 

.Casaubon's .instruction and guidance she would "see 

how it was ~ossible for her to lead.a grand life 

here now 
. 19 

in'. England .. " Dorothea's pre-o'ccupation 

wi th the grand life was ·so p})werful that she looked 

at Casaubon only in ,terms of the grand life, only 
I' 

in association with saints and men noted for piety. 

She saw in Casaubon an image.of her own making, not 

another human .being. The image did. not coincide vJi th 

the actual man, and thu~ it turned but to be illU-

sionary. 

Dorothea·f s c.onception of the. grand life 

was formed within the frame o~ traditional Christi-

anity. Perhaps she foutid certain limitations to 

Christian doctrines. "Prayer'," she 'fel t, . I~ heigh-

tened yearning but not i~struction .. " Dorothea found 

.her re~igious b~liefs and exercises had to b~ sup-

plemented with knowledge in'order that "her ·life 

--------------------------------~----------------
19 ' . 

. Middlemarch, po 21. 
' .. , -
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might be filled with action at onc~ rational and 

ardent .. 1I20 In spite of the possible limits which 

Dorothea may have ~ound in her Christian dpctrines, 

it remains that the knowledge which Dorothea sought 

was to be found in the works of great men of the 
. 

past, virtually.all of whom worked within the Chris-

tian tradition. Dorothea did men·tion ~ non~ 

Christians such as the stoics, but'mainly she 

look~d to great Christians who lived iri former 

ages. Dorothea saw Casa~bon as a man who in the pre-

sent i~carnates the qualities of great Christians 
/' 

of the past. She looked on him as a "living ~os-" 

. 21 
suet" and a'''modern Augustin~". Dorothea was 

attempting· to. pattern her life after models left 

by ,Christian, heroes of.a former age. In a sense, 

. she was trying to reconstruct in'the'present, the 

~ast; she~id pot -- or p~rhapscould not yet 

face up to the realities of her society. In George 

Eliot's terms, she had not yet come to uhderstand 

the nature of social f~ith~and or~er. 

Bulstrode was iike Dorothea in that he 

20M" d'dl 'h l emarc" po 64 .. 

21 Ib " d""' '18 __ l_ .• , p., • 
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sought to find a kind of heroism within the frame

work of traditional Christiani1¥o George El.iot wrote 

tha.t "Bulstrode had 'aimed qt being an eminent Chris-

t ~ ,,22 i\,< V' 'd t B 1 t d ..Lan.. Ilayor lncy sal 0 1) s ro e, "you must 

be first chop in heaven, else you woh't like it 

23 much .. " There is' a great deal of egoism in Bul-

strode's desire £6r Christian eminence. He was 

a man whose desires had been stronger 
than his th~oretic beliefs, and who 
had gradually explained the gratifica
tions of hi~ desires int~ satisfac- 24 
tory' a'greement with those beliefs .. 

/ 
Bulstrode salved his conscience concerning 

the source 6f'hisfortune,by rationalizing that 

Providence·· pointed '(the way for h'im to be' the agent 

in making the best use of a l~rge property.and.with-

d ' l' t f . .., .. II 25 . rawlng rom perverslon.. . 

As.a Y9un9 man in London, Brother Bul- . 

strode'was distinguished amon~ only. a fe0 people 

as a. pious Chris t;ian, : 

but they were very near to him, 'and 
stirred hi~ satisfactio~ the more; 

22 . 
Middlemarch, po 386. 

23 Ib 'd': 97 '--1:.--, p. .. 

24 Ib i d ., P 0 '4 5 3 .' 
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his power stretched through a narrow 
space, but be felt its effects the more 
intcnselyo lIe believed without effort 
in the peculiar work of grace within 
him, and in the signs that God inten-~6 
ded him for special instrumentality. 

In his passionate desire for person~l power, Bu1-

strode used Christian doctrines, as he saw them, 

principally asa means to an end. 

But a man who believei in,somethinq 
else than his own 'greed, has neces~ 
sarily a cons~ience or standard to 
which he more or less adapts himself. 
Bulstrode's 'standard had been his ser
viceableness, to God IS lc'ourse: "I am 
sinful and nought ~- a vessel torbe 
consecrated by use -- but use me t II' 
had,been the mould into which he had 

'constrained his immense need of bei~g27 
something important and predominating. 

Bulstrode was engaged in ~hi1an~hropic en

'deavours; but here toci, his desire, as his brother

'in-law put, it" "to :playbishop and banker'! dominated 

a sens~ of social dutYG The'~ew.Fever Ho~pital 

was ~ruly a philanthropic'in~titution, and it was 

mainly 'supported by Bul'strode 0 "However, when. Bul

strode fear.edexposure'by Raffles, he informed 

Lydgate ~hat he planne~ to"withdra~ hii support 

-"-------------------
26 . dd'l ' , h Ml_'_e!!!~ , po 

2 7 f!2 i d'o, po' 4 5 T. 
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from the Hospiti:ll, explaining, "it is contrary to 

my ~iews of respons~bility to continue a large 

application of means to an institution which I 
" 28 

cannot watch over and to some extent control." 

For Bulstrode, the value of anything was 

determined by the extent to which it satisfied his 

egoism, his desire for power. Such' a system of 

values is socially harmful; thus a'hero who em-

bodies and attempts to conserve such a system of 

values is socially'harmful e Although Bulstrode and 

Dorothea~oth sought a kind of heroism wit~in the 

context of traditional social faith, Dorothe~'s 

system of values differs from Bulstrode'so For 

Dorothea, the value nf anything was determined 

by the extent to which it'promoted the ideal, or 

grand life. Thus whateVer or whoever tended to fos-

ter kno~ledge was of value. Dorothea'~ ~onception 

of the grand ,life wa~ illusioriary; it did nof aPely 

to cohtemporary social conditions. Her ideal life, 

although it may have had a trace of -egoism in it, 

-
was basically misdirected altruism tesulting from 

a failure to understand the nature of. social faith 

and order. The effect on society ~~ Dorothea's, '. 

---------------------
Z8MiddlemarCh, po 499.' 



type of heroism along with its system of values 

is rather superfluous. 

Rosamond and F.r-ed Vincy had differen.t ideas of 

heroism from those of Bulstr6de and Dorothea. 

Whereas Dorothea and Bulstrode sought heroism 

mainly within the structure of traditional social 

faith, Rosamond and Fred sought their kind of 

heroism within the context of traditional social 

order. George Eliot wrote that Rosamond had "a 

great sense o;f being a romantic heroine", and 

"played the part prettilYo,,29 Fred, believing 

"that the ·universal '-order of things, would n~cessarily 

be agreeable. to an agreeable 

young gentleman", thought it "irreconcilable with 

those cheerful intuitions implanted in him by 

'nature H that. he should have to "wear trousers 

shrurik with washing, eat Cold mutton, have to 

w~lk for want· of a hoise, or to "duck under'. 

30 . 
in any sort. of a way. rr Unfortunately for h~m, 

Fred had' ample ;funds at his disposal o.nly in 

'-

29 .' 
-~iddl~Ech, po 219. 

3°1E.id-., po '169. 
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" 31 
his hopefulness. His patt~cular idea of heroism 

was to be a ge,ntleman -- or at least, to enjoy the 

benefits that a gentleman'"s wealth and prestige 

could bring him .. 

Rosamond lhadbeen educated at l"lrs Lemon's 

school, the chief school in the county, 

where the teuching included all that 
was demanded of an accomplished 
female -- even to extras, such as 32 
the getti~g in and out 6f a carriage. 

Such. an E;iaucation, along wi th its extras,; no doubt 

fostered Rosamond's notion of be:i.ng a romanttic 

heroine. Besides th"is, RO$am~nd ",s" mother and 

father were bo~h concerned with social prestige,; 

and activel~ ~ncourage~ their childre0 to seek 

social advance·~ent.· "It's a good· Bri tis!1 feeJ.ing, II 

according to M.r VinSY, "to try and raise "your 

f a~ i 1 y. ali ttl e • " 3 3 . , 
. 

These·influences·of family and education 

actin~" on Rosamond from without ~ere s~pple~ented 

by the egoism of her own inneF natute. Rosamond~s 

egoism is emphasized time and again thr~u0hout 

the novel. The:-adjective "infantirie" which often 

31 . 
. Middlemarch, p. 168~ '-- - "". 

32Ibid· ... , po 71. 

33Tbid·., po 95. 
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34 appears in connection with Rosamond would seem 

to support an 9pinion that Rosamond is morally 

immatureo Hers is a naive egoism: Rosamond appears 

to be unconscious of the self-centeredness of her 

desires. When she wrote to requ~st money of Sir 

Godwin, tlr~osal11ond was nai v·ely convinced of what 

an old. gentlemari ought to do to prevent her from 

suffering annoyanceo,,35 The tlought to do" suggests 

that Rosamond felt ~it Godwin had a duty to 

preve~t annoyances from.bot~ering her merely 

because ihe would be uncomfortable. The ·word 
(' 

tlannoyance" suggests a pettiness to the whole 

affair; it was not a hardship in the sense of 

severe privation o Rosamond virtually never thinks 

of anyone except in the light of how he may 

further. her ambitions as a romantic h~roine. It 

was in this l~ght that she saw Lydgate. Lydgate 

was a stranger to Middlemarch, 

And a stranger was absolut~ly necessary 
to Ros.amond' s social j~omance, which had 
alwa:ys turned on a lover and brideg.r;oom 
who was not a Middlemarcher, and who 

, ,~ . . ----------------------------------------------------
:34.. . . ddl h . ~., Ml emarf-, ppo .118,. 316; 580 • 

35Ibid~ po 481. ----. , 
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had no, connections at all like 
her own .. " .. 0 

36 

Rosamond l?oked at Lydgate in the same 

manner as Dorothea looked at Casaubon,in that she 

did not see the actual man; rather she read into 

the man what she wanted to see .. A'fter she had first 

met Lydgate, Rosamond, 

had registered every look and 
word, and estimated them as opening 
incide~ts of a preconceived romance 
incidents which gather value from the 
foreseen development and climax. In 
Rosamond's romance it was not neces~ 
sary to imagine ~uch about the in
~ard life of the hero, or of his~ 
serious business in the world'.. ,; " ," 
~he'piquant fact ~bout Lydgate was 
his g60d birth, which distinguished 
him from all Middlemarch admir,ers, 
and presented marriage as a prospect 
of rising in ian~, and getting a little 
near~r to that celestial condition 
on ~arth' in which she would have 
nothing to do with vulgar people, and 
perhaps at last associate'with rela
tives quite equal to the country 
people w~o looked d~wnon Middle- 37 
marchers .. 

" 

Just'before her marriage to Lydgate, Rosamond 

felt that she would find an "ideal happin~ss", 

--------------~ 
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of the kind known in the Arabian Nights 
in which you are invited to step from 
the labour and discord of the street 
into a paradise where everything is 38 
given to you and nothing claimed. 

The reference to the Arabian Nights underli·nes Rosa-

mond's desire fo~ rbmance in the traditional s~ns~ 

of the wordoFlirtation could provide delightful 

diversion for Rosamorid, the romantic herciine, jas 

the imagery in the following quotation su~gestso 

Bow delightful to make captives from 
the throne of marriage with a.hus
band as crown-prince by your side -
himself in fact a subject -- while 
the captives look up forever helvless, 
losing their rest p-robably, and if 39 
their. appetite too, so much the better! 

Fred's idea of·heroism, like Rosamond's, 

was social in nature. ~e .wished to be a gentleman 

in the traditional sense of the word. As he told 

Mary Garth, he .was "not fit :to be a poor man", and 

40 if he were rich, he would not make a IIbad fellow". 

Like Rosamond, Fred was influenced by 'his parents 

who actively supported his social aspirations. 

Agai6, Fred can be compared ·to Rosamond in that the 

------------------------------
'38 

Middle!:!!~£.£b., po 257. 

39 Ibid .,. po 319. 

40Ibis!e, p .. 102. 
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education which he received tended to promote a 

desire for distinctive s6cial status. Fred was' 

educated at one'of th~ English universities, and 

George Eliot directs som~ ba~bed criticism at the 

kind of education w~ich was tci be found in these 

institutions. When Fred's gambling debts were be-

coming bothersome to him, ,George Eliot seems unable 

to withhold the comment that Fred's "share in the 

higher education of this country did not seem to 

41 help him." Rather, Frc:;d' s share in the higher 

educatio~ of this country appe~red only·t6 have 

'. ..' '.' 42 r. 
IT exalted h1S Vle,WS of rank and 1ncome." Fred's 

father gave him auniver~ity education so that Fred 

could become a clergyman. Mary G~rth pointedly ob-

served, "His being a clergyman would be only for' 

geritility's' ~ake .. lt43· 
, . 

These pressures on ~red from without found 

a willing' ally in Fred's inner',nature. George Eliot 

comment's that "Fred disliked bad wea·th,er . wi thin 

doors .. ,,44 Like 1'i to Melema in ~2.~.2.1~, Fred wished 

to avoid personal discomfort, 0hether· psychological 

. 41 
Midd!~~ch, po 100 • 

. 42"Ibid'o, po 103 .. 

43:'Ib'd '379 __ 1_0, po • 

p .. ' 169 .. 
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or physical. Thus he looked 'for the easiest way out 

of a situation -- the easiest way being that which 

w~s ~ccompanied by minimal personal discomfort, rc-

gardl~ss of the discomfort caused to others. This, 

attitude led Fred into an unconscious egoismo It 

was not that ~red wished to hurt anyone: concerning 

Fred's'relationship with F.ea-therstone, George. Eliot 

says. that, Fred "had kindness enough in him to be 

45· . 
a little sorry for the unloved .. " It was rather 

that Fred's aversion to suffering discomfort was 

stronger ,than kindness. Mary Garth pointed out 

Fred's. weakness. when she sald to him', r'But s~lfish 

people always ~hink their own discomfort of ~ore . 

importance than anything else in the world. ,,46 This 

egoism €ncourage? Fred's dreqms of wealth and sc-

cial status for iri these Fred would find the maxi-

mum amount of personal comfort and satisfaction. 

Both Ro~amond's and Fred's particular kinds 

of heroism took th~ir character from the traditional 

soci~l o~dero Rosamond longed for the .world of fair 

princesses and charming knights·'on white horses" 
, , 

. .". -------. -----------------'"':---------, ----

.45Mid£l~arch, po'83 o 

46Ibido, p.' 187. 
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ahd Fred longed for the kind of life in which, 

merely beca~se he felt he deserved it, 

he should hunt in pink, have a first
rate hunter, ride to cover on a fine 
hack, and be generally respected for' 47 
doing so " .. 

George Eliot, however, comments that. "this was a 

worl0 in .which even a spirited young man must some

·48 times walk 'for want of a horse to carry him." 

Rosamond had fashi6ned h~r ideal world out of the 

romances read at Mrs Lemon's schoo~, and such a 
. 

world had' little,' if any correlation' wi th th'e 1,AJOrld 
, . 

in which Rosamond actually lived. ' 

In their search for heroism wi~hin the con-

text of traditional. social order, Fred and Rosamond 

demonstrate a complete insensitiyity to, and unaware-

. ness of 7. the developments in the society about them ... 

Their favori te 'ideals had blinded them agains,t s~eing 

the effects which the increasing industrialization 

was ,having on ~ociety~ Perha~s one cahnot be too 

severe in his criticism of Rosamond' and Fred for 

failing to see this: it is giv'en to .very few to 

see historical trends while living in their deve-

lopment; however, the fact remains that Rosamond 

47~iddl~~~, pQ 250. 

,48Ibid:· p.~ 416: -- , 
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and Fred were looking back into the unattainable 

pas.t, rather than assessing their current situation. 

Neither Fred nor Rosamond had come to understand 

the nature of the social order, and its implica

tions •. Their system of values was out of to~~S with 

what were for George Eliot the realities of the 

social order. For them, anything had value which 

tended to elevate their social status. Wealth was 

the greatest factor relevant to social status in 

Fred's eyes, ·and his sy~tem of values was oriented 

accordingly_. Wealth was seemingly taken for granted 
f 

by.Rosamond when .anything or anyone was associated 

with rank. George Eliot ~ndicated this when commen

ting.on Rosamond's thoughts concerning marriage. 

There was 'nothin~ financial, still 
less sordid, in her previsions; she 
~ared about what were considered refine
ments, and not about the money that wa~~ 
to ·pay for them .. 

Refinements indicated for Rosamond a distinctive 

social ~tatus, ~nd anything tending to promote 

such a social stat~s had value for her. 

-----
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The ,difference between the heroism of Lydg~te 

and that of Casaubon fuakes an interesting study 

in balanced contrasts. Both men were ~ngaged 

in research of which the aim was to discover 

originals oCasa~bon' s Key to All Mythologies::, 

·as the title suggests, purposed tb discover the 
, d\.~-d. 

original myth~~from which all other myths derived. 

Lydgate in his search f~r the primitive tissue 

hoped to-discover that sub~tance which all parts 
!" 

of,th~ human anatomy share as a common basis. 

Each of these men felt that the successful com-

pletion of his work would provide for him a kind 

. of heroism. Casaubonwoul'd have his revenge' on, 

Carp for the latter's adverse criticism, and 

he would achieve a, certain immortality in his 

work. Although he was a Christian clergyman, 
. 't 
Casaubon bende4 all his efforts toward achieving 

earthly 'immortality, and gave the'appearance 

of being distrustfGl of, or at least uninterested 

in heavenly immortality. Lydgate upon 'the successful 

comple~ion of his research would take his place, 

among the immortal 'men of science • . 
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Ge'orge Eliot did not discuss to Clny extent 

the outwClrd social pressures which affected CasClubon's 

idea that his personal heroism was to be found i~ 

scholarshi~o We may infer frbm Casaubon's jealous 

watch'over his scholarly'reputation thClt 'he hCld 

at some time in his earlier life gained a reputation 

for schola£ship, :and, that ,he must preserve this 

-reputation in society's ey~s or suffer loss of 

dignity. Casaubon'sinner nature was dominated 

by 'his egoism. George E~iot said that Casaubon 

had "r~sl):ed all his egoism" on his ,Key to All 

Mythologies. SO All Casaubon's desires, all h1s 

ambitions were linked to the Key. Casaubon'~ 

work on' the K,ey ItJas purely selfish, for its 

primary purpose was to immortalize Casaubon's 

name; any other purpose it might serve 'was 

secondary. So 9reat,wa~ the psychological risk 

for Casaubon that he procrastinated in the com-

plet~on of his work, fearing that if he e*posed 

himself in public~tion, someone might find, there 

a basic weakness. Yet paradoxically} CasaUbon 
. ' 

had at the' same time to keep up at least the 

pretense of working on his Key lest he lose 

'SO., 3'5 5 ~le~~b., ppo 0- 1. 



his reputation .. 

In his marriage to Dorothea, Casaubon 

exposed all his egoism along with dll his pa~hetic 

fears. Ca~aubon was like Dorothea in that he did 

not marry a real person, but rather an ideal 

he had constructed to suit his purposeso As his 

wife, 'Dorothea 

might really be such a helpmate 
to him as would enable him to.disperrse 
with a hired secretary, ~n aid which 
Mr Casaubon had never yet employed 
and had a suspicious dread ofo (Mr 
Casaubon was nervously conscious 
tnat he was expected to manifest a 
powerful mind,,) Providence, in his 
kindness, had supplied him with 'the 
,wife he needed o A wife, a mode$t 
young lad'y, with the purely appre-
ciative, unambitious abilities of 
her sex, is sure to think her husband's 
mind' powerful 0 Whether Providence' 
had' taken equal 'care of Miss Brooke 
in presenting her with Mr Casaubon 
was an idea whi~h could hardly 
occur to him .. ' 

Casaubon led a narrow, pathetic life: he 

was, George Eliot says, "present at this great 

spectacle' of life"; .yet,]-le was ,never liberated 

from his "small ·shivering .selfll052 His egoism, 

iike a tiny speck close to h~s'vision blotted 

51 
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out "the glory of the world!f, and left only a 

margin by which he saw·the blot. 53 Lydgate, by 

way of contrast, was absorbed !fin the ambition 

of making his life recognized as a factor in the 

better life of mankind.,,54 George Eliot comments 

that Lydgate was !fgen~rous and unusual in his 

views of socia.l duty .. !f 5 5 Lydga te 's ambi tion is 

dir.ectly connected with his idea of heroism. 

If Lydgate were to "work out the proof of an 

anatomical conception a~d make a link in the 

, 56 
chain of-discovery," the greatest worth of 

f 
thts qiscovery for Lydgate would be that it . 

would benefit mankind by further advancing. the 

conquest of disease. Lydgate does not disregard 

'the fact that ,this would give him personal fame; 

but ~his is essentially a secondary consideration. 

As a youth,' Lydgate "'did' his classics 

and mathematics." There is a touch of irony in 

'George Eliot's observation that 

----------,-------------------------------~---------

53Middlemarch, po 307. 
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no spark had yet kindled in him an 
intellectual passion; knowledge seemed 
to him a very superficial affair, 
easily mastered: judqing from the 
conversation of his ~ld~rs, he h~d 
apparently got already more than 
was necessary for mature life. 

Lydgate's schooling did not guide him toward 

his chosen profession; rather, it was a chance 

reading of an article on Anatomy in an old 

Cyclopoedia which directed him. "'Through this 

crevice came a sudden light startling him with 
.. . 

57 

his firstyivid notion of finely-adjusted ~echanism 

in the human framea" 

The moment of vocation had come, and 
before he got down from his chair, 
the worl-dwas made new to him by . 
a presentiment of.endless processes 
filling ·the vast spaces blanked out 

~ of his sight by ~hat wordy ignorance 
whic~ he had supposed to be knowledge. 
Fr6m that hour L~dgate felt th~ . 
growth of an intellectual passion. 

The sudden, inspirational conversion of Lydgate 

wit~ its accompanyi~g, startiin~ light, the use 

of the word "vocation", ·and Lydgate's rebirth, 

as it were, into a·n~w world, would t~nd to 

suggest.ass6ciations with a religious conversion. 

57 . 
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Lydgate's working toward the b~tterment of mankind 

in a practical and concrete way appears to equate 

with a religio~s act. 

George Eliot would consider that Lydgate-

was .directing his life. toward a laudable goal. 'It 

does not really matter that Lydgate's search for 

the primitive tissue could be as futi~e as 

Casaubort's' sea~ch for the Key to All Mythology •. 

The important thing was that Casaubon was motivated 

principally by egoism; Lydgate was motivated by 

an ambition "to do a good small work for Middle-
59 I' 

march,. and great· work for the world." Lydgate 

believed that "human life might be made better", 

-and this belref is for George Eliot closely 

. associated with' lIthe abundan.t kindness of his 

heart~.60 Like Dorothea, Lydgate looked to 

great men of.the past, such as. Bichato He found 

a certain sustenance in ".the memory· of great 

workers • • who hover! in his mind as patron 

sain'ts, invisibly helping 0,,61 Lydg.ate' s "palron 

saints" differed from Dorothea's in that his were 

59Middl~~E£~' po 1100 
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all connected with science or medicine. There 

is a significance in this difference. Do~othea's 

saints were principally concerned with preparing 

man for the spiritual, or heavenly world, rather 

than with the temporal world which was only 

something to be ~ndured- for a short time before 

ent~ring into-the eternal Hereafter. Lydgate's 

:Il patron-saints" directed their effort toward 

ameliorating the temporal world in some concrete, 

_practical way_ It is a worth-while end~avour, 

Lydgate fe-It, to con~~ntrate on impro-ving life 
t' 

on earth. In this regard, Lydgate stressed_ that 

man must look to his own efforts, not to Pro-

vidence to make his life better. Once when 

-Bulstrode feared a cholera epidemic, he said 

to Ly?gate ,- "We may well besiege the Mercy Seat 

for our protection.!' Lydga te repl ied that "us ing 

good practical pre~autions" was the- "best mode 

of -asking for protection. ,,62 

'In presenting Lydgate's conversion to a 

medical vo~ation in term~ reminiscent of Saul's. 

'conversion to Christianity, George Eliot stresses: 

------
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the inspirational, as opposed to the rational 

aspects of the conversion. Emotion, sympathy, 

or whatever else she may call "feelings" is 

important for.George Eliot. All the academic know~ 

ledge in the world is coldly inhuman without it. 

Theie is hardly any contact more 
d~pressing than that of a mind in 
which years full of knowledge seem 
to.have is~ued in a blank absence 
of interest or sympathy: 

But there is a kind of knowledge whic~ is very 

important for George ·Eliotu T~is is not an 

acade~ic knowledge; rather it is , as we have 

seen, the knowledge -- or call it awareness --

of .the nature of social faith and order. Lydgate 

63 

wi th his "faul ts capable of ·shrinkin.g or expanding'" 

had n0t come to a full awareness of tbe nature of 

the social order. Lydgate had what George ~liot 

called "spots of commonness". 

63 

Lydgate's spots 6fcommonness lay 
in the complexion of his prejudices, 
whiCh, in spite of noble intention 
and .sympathy, were half of them such 
as are found in ordiDary men of 
the world • • ., 0 

Middl~ma£ch, po 146. 
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Lydgate was, George Eliot goes on to say, rather 

careless in his judgment in everyday affairs, and 

he had a conceit "massive in its claims and, 

65 benevolently <;ontemptuo,-:!s!'.. La ter in the novel, 

George Eliot indicates that Lydgate1s enlightment 

did not extend to any appreciable extent beyond 

his vocation .. 

Lydgate's tendency was not towards 
extreme opinions: he would have 
liked no barefoot doctrines, being 
particular about his boots: he was 
ndt""radical in relation to anything 
but medic~l reform and the prosecution 
bf discoveryo In the rest of practicill 
life he walked by hereditary habit; ," 
half from that personal pride and 
unreflecting egoism which I have al
ready called commonness, and half 
{rom that .Qaiv~.!:~ which belonged t066 pre-occupation with favorite ideas. 

Lydgate's favorite ideas were laudable~ There was 

in Lydgate' s society pos,sible scope for his kind 

of heroism -- and ~nly because his heroism was pri-

mar-ily concerned with "making his life recognized 

70 

as ~ factor in the better life of mankind." Lydgate's 

heroism tended to answer a social need, unlike the 

65~iddlem~£ch, p .. 111. 

66 Ib'ido p. 255 •. --- , 



kinds of heroism sought ~fter by the other charac-

ters c:1iscussed Q However, Lydgate' s .Q~i ve!E. coupled 

with his personal pride and unreflecting egoism; 

would tend to hinder his ~ocationo .These charac-

-ter traits caused within Lydgate _ . a curi-

ously dichotonomous system of values, partly for-

'warding and partly retarding his ambition. Lydgilte's 

system of values was divided, based half on the 

al truism reflected in his vocation and half on ,the 

spots of commonn~ss to which he was liable to 

fall prey," This system ·then tended on the one 
\ (" 

hand toward values which are basically a~truistic 

and on the other hand toward values which are es--

sentially ego~st~c. His massive conceit, his un-

·reflective egoism-- these spots of cDmmonness,,-:-

suggest that Lydgate, in spite of his unu~ually 

generous vie~s of social duty in regard to his 

'. 
vocation, had not reached a full understanding of 

the.dynamic interconnectedness of society. 

Lydgate's s~stem of values is, as I have 

said, unlike that of any of the o.ther characters 

discussed ib far. Although it is ·divided between a 

dispos~tion toward beneficial social action and 

a tend~ncy t9ward a negative social effect, it has 
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more scope for possible social amelioration than 

Dorothea's. Hers is ~n essence socially superflu-

ous, after she gave up her plans for building 
. . 

cottage~. In the same vein, Lydga~e's values have 

more redeeming qualities than those.of Rosamond, 

. ,-
Fred and BURtrode.· Whereas the latters' are es~ 

sentially selfish or egoistic, Lydgate"s are at 

least p~rtly altruistic. In the same way,· Lydgate's 

·valuescontrast with those of Casaubon who appear~d 

to prize only that which tended to serve or promote 

his hollo.w., scholarly reputation. AnyC?ne or anything 

which ~etracted from this reputation, Casaub6n 

viewed as harmful; his egoism became the criterion 

of all worth •. Lydgate's system of values, then, 

afforde~'him the most possible scope for ~ocially 

beneficent action of any of the other five charac-
. . 

ters. It is therefore the more tragic that his. 

c\ .' 
se'arch for her~s.m was to be as equally frustrated 

as·their$. 

Both Dorothea and Rosamond had this much in common,. 

~ that each hoped to achieve her particu_Iar idea 

of heroism through her marriage. To Dorothea, Casau-

bon stood in the. line of great saintly m~n 'who 
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might teach her to achieve spiritual greatness. 
\ 

To Rosamond, Lydgate was a man of high birth who 

might raise her to a realization of her social ro-

mance. Both of these women then expected their 

heroism to be realized through association with 

the man they chose for a husband. The as~ocidtion 

between marriage and the realization of ~eroism 

was so i~.timat~that if the marriage partner 

turned 'out other than he wa~ anticipated to be, 

th~ prospect of heroism wa~ .shattered. Both Doro-

thea and Rosamond were under illusions concerning 

the meri they married because they h~d ~hosewwhat 

really amounted to an ideal of their own fashioning 

rather than a man who they realized had~an equiva~ 

lent centre of self. 

Dorothea began to feel a certain disil-

lusionment.concerning Casaubon while in Rome on 

h~r wedding trip_ Casaubon's persopality irritated 

her; but even more seriously, Ladislaw's mention 

that Casaubon's ignorance of German language and 

studies seriously hampered hi~ work, sowe~ in DOro-

thea's mind doubts concerning the scholarly w~rth 

67 of Casaubon's key_ Grad~ally her doubts solidified 

int.o certainty~.· 

. . -------------------------------------------------
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~ike one who hns lost his way and is 
weary, she sat and saw as in one glance 
all the paths of ~er young hope which 
she should never find again. And just 
as clearly in the miserable light she 
saw her own and her husband's solitude 
-- how they walked' apart so that she 68 
was obliged to survey him. 

Casaubon was no longer looked upon by Dorothea as 

a great Christian saint .. He had become all too mor-

tal. When~Casaubon banned Ladislawfrom Lowick_ 

Manor, Dorothea resented the action o 

Dorothea had' thought she could have 
been patient with John Milton, but 
she had never imagined him behav}ng 
in this way • .. • • Mr Casaubon 
seemed to be stupidly undisce~ning 
and odiou~ly unju~t. 69 

Just as he felt the imminence of death's approach, 

Casaubon invited Dorothea f6~ the firit ·time to 

sha~e .in his work; Dorothea, however,realized the 

meaninglessness and futility of this endeavour Q 

• a .. It was clear enough to her that 
h~ would expe~t her to devote herself 
to sifting tho~e mixed heaps of·ma
terial, which were to be the doubtful 
illustrations of principles ~till mor~O 
doubtful. 

69 Ib " d' _L··, po 208. 
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The desire for knowledge which had been 

so ,ardent becarr.e cool as Dorothea saw that Casaubon IS 

knowledge·could not lead her on the path to the New 

Jerusalem when it w~s bemiring him in pedantry and 

futility. Dorothea's religious faith, grounded in 

traditional religion, underwent a change as disil-

lus~onment with Casaubon began to grow. After her 

wedding t.rip to Rome, Dorothea's "religious faith 

was a solitary cry, the ~trugqle out of a nightmare 

in'which every object was withering and shrinking 

, 71 
away from her .. " A few months later, Dorothea had 

reached the point where she could ,say to LacJislaw, 

72 "I used to pray so'much -- 'now I hardly ever p:r;-ayo" 

Traditional religion and its exer~ises were less 

meaningful tO,Dorothea as the disilrusionment and 

the frustration of her heroic ideals became more 

pronounced '~ 

Just as Dorothea expected Casaubon to lead 

her to the New Jerusalem, so Rosamond looked,to 

Lydgate,tq carry her off into the paradise of 

social romance o 'Before she and Lyd~ate we~e married 

Rosamond f~lt that' "Lydgate should~by-and-by get some 

first-rate position elsewhere than in rJIiddlemarch" 

71Middlem~~, po 202 0 
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preferably in London, so that her social condi-

tion would be improved, and so that she would be 

saved the embarraisment of having her family shock 
. . . 73 

her nobl~ relatives. Despite this necessary ad-

justment which she saw no hindrance in fulfilliny, 

Rosamond still felt Lydgate to be the ideal of her 

romance. However, as her mairiage grew in months 

and years, Rosamond, like DQrothea, found di~il-

lusionment and met frustration. Lydgate did not 

ag~ee with Rosamond that his profession was not 

"nice!; b~cause it w'as' not socially accepted .as 

. . 74 
genteel. 1'10reover, Lydgatedid not comp'ly with 

Rosamond's desire that they ~uit Mi4dlemarch and 

settle in Lo~don. When financial worries began to 

plague their household t Ros~mond answered Lyd-' 
, . 

gate's request that she assi~t him irt curbing 

expenses with "the mos t neutral aloo.fness·rr : 

"What can I do, Tertius?" Hosamond no more iden-

tified herself with Lydgate or.his problems 

IIthan if they.had been creatures of a diff~rent 

species and opposing interests. II 75 'Responsibility 

-------------------------------------
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was part of the ordinary, mundane world, ilnd 

Rosamond envisioned no responsibility as a 

romantic her6ine. Rosamond was becoming dis-

illusioned with Lydgate who was not rising to 

her expectations. 

The thought in her mind was that if 
she had known how Lydgate would 
behave,. she would never have married 
himo 

Rosamond's fanciful paradise of romance 

76 

. soon collapsed,. and Rosamond fell into t)1e reali ties 

of the mundane world -- the world where ther~ are· 

such. things as debts, and host~l~ties, and 

odious tradesmen demanding payment,s 0 As Lydgate' s 

debts became more oppressive r Rosamond's impelling 

action took the form of su-rrepti tious ways of, 

counter~cting Lydgate's measures for economy, 

and'~f'~indingmeans for release from debt. 

Rosamond. appealed to Lydgat~'suncl~ ~t Quallingham 
. .t 

for money_ Th~ Baronet's flat refusal of help 

further frust.rated Rosamond I s romance 0 Th~ dis-

appointment which $he 'felt at this refusal was 

nbt'a~ keen as the anguish suffered when Lydgate 

became implicated in the Bulstrode scandal, and 

76Middlemarch, p~ 435 0 
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was suspected of complicity in the death of 

Raffles. Thi~ scandal repr~se0ts a serious 

reversal.in Rosamond1s 'climb to romantic he~ism" 

The shock t6 Rosamond was terrible. 
It seemed to her that no lot could 
be so cruelly hard as hers -- to have 
married a ~an who had become the 
centre of infamouS ~us~icion • a 

And sh~ hdd innocently married this 
man with the' belief that he and 
his family were a glory to ter$ 77 

The final props were kicked out irom 

under Rosamond's romance when she found that her 

flirtations had net enslaved Ladislaw' as her~ 

amor.ous victim .. Rosamond was shattered when 

Ladislaw told her that he would prefe~ to touch 

Dorothe~ta hand if it'~ere dead than he would 

. '.' 78 .touch any other woman's Ilvlng. All Rosamond's 

dreams' of romantic heroism tumbled down around 

her. As she re~lized the meaning of.Ladislaw's 

words, she 

was almost I'osine: thE" s.ense of her 
identity, and seemed to be w~king 
into some new terrible existence. 

7?~id.s!!9,~2ECh, po 554 .. 
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The terrible collapse of the illusion 
towards which all her hope had been 
strained was a stroke ItJhich had too 
thoroughly shaken'her: her little 
world was in ruins, and she felt 
herself tottering in the midst 
as a lonely bewildered consciousnesso 80 

Like Dorothea, Rosamond found her quest for 

heroism was frustrated~ Marriage lead'neither 

to, the paths of ~heir expectationo Their illusion 

was cracked. It then became'apparent to both 

Dorothea and Rosamond that the tonditions in 

which th~y lived prohibited the attainment of 

the kind of heroism afte~ which they suught.r 

Their worlds would not allow them such a 

kind of "life. 

}'rust'ration also beset Casa1.,lbon' s quest 

for heroisffio We have seen that Casaubon was 

perpe~ually d~fensive' of his reputation: he had 

'''a morbid, consciousness that others did not give 

,him the plac~ which he 'had not demonstrably 

merited"; nevertheless" he still felt "a passionate 

resistance to the confession that he had achieved 

nothingQ,,8l In his married ~i:fe, Casaubon found 

that 80rothea 

80~iddl~~~££~, pp. 571-720 
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nursed him, she read to him, she 
.anticipated his wants, and was 
solicitous about his feelings; 
but there had ~ntered into the 
husband's mind the certainty that 
she judged him, and that her wifely 
devotedness was like a penitential 82 
e~piation of unbelieving thoughts •.. " 

More than anything Casaubon feared judgment and 

exposure. Casaubon's p~ranoiac attit~de was a 

determi0ing factcir i~holding back the completion 

of his work. Casauboh ref-used to allow Dorothea 

·to participate in his.work until he realized 

that his "death was imminent~ an~ realized that 
r' 

only with her help could he finish the work. He 

attempted· to exact from Doroth€a a promise that, 

in the case 6f his dea~h, she would labour to the 

completion of the. work. Dor.o.thea was lithe only hope 

left that his labours would ever take a shape.in 

83 which they could be given to. the· worldo· lI
. Casau-

bon.' s . death prevented Dorothea·fran givi~g. her 

answer., ·unti~ she vJrote on the en v elope containing 

82· 
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"I could not use ito Do vou not . ~ 

see now that I cou~d not submit my 
soul to yours, by working hopelc::-;sly 
at what I have no belief in?TI . 

If Dorothea could have seen worth in Casaubon's 

work, she 00uld have'seen it to its completion. 

Thus'it was nbt. so.m~ch Casau~on's death which 

fru~trated her quest fbr heroism as it was the 

futility and worthle~sness which .lay at the very 

84 

basis of the hertiism. Casaubon's quest fcir heroism 

'contained in its very nature the seeds of its own 

destruction. 
r 

The frust~ation.of Fred Vincy's aspirations 

fot heroism came in a simple way. He was excluded 

from Mr Feath~rstone's will and inherited neither 

stone C6urt nor a foiturie o ~!ed's h6pes for l~~Uing 

a gentlemanly life, in the traditional sense of 

the word,. were thus squashed~ The fact ·that Fred 

went back to his studies at. the uni¥ersity in com-

plianc~ with. his father's wishes did not mean that 

Fred h~d resurrected hi~ former ambitions arid hopes 

tb achieve his idea Of ,heroism byjoinin~the clergy • 

. Fred fel t unsuited. to the clergy and was disin'cl ined 

to enter the Church. "Of cou~se", he said, lIif I 

an obliged to be a' cler~yman, I shall try and 'do 

84r'1idc1lemarch, 
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my duty, though I mayn't like ito" Fred did feel 

obliged to· enter the clergy. 

"And of course I can't begin to 
study for law or physic now, when 
my own father.wants me to earn 
somethingo It's all very well to say 
I'm wrong to go into the Church; 
but those who say so mig0 t as well 85 
tell me to go into the backwoods,," 

The clergy was the only apparent means of live-

lihood open to Fred o He felt, metaphorically 

speaking, that he w6uld be banished to the 

backwoods if he w~re to earn a living in a· 
(' 

profession with lower social status than that of 

physic, law, or.the Church g It is not, as I have 

said, that Fred, had revived his former a~bitions; 

it is rather that Fred, 'with his education and 

'upbririging infl0encing him, could not see himself 

"ducking under" in any radical wayo Fred's condition 

in life would not allow him his hoped-for heroism, 

so he wa0 trying to find the path of least discom-. 

fort in the world in which he actually found himself • 

. The frustration which thwarted Bulstrode 

in his search for heroism and that which hindered 

Lydgate haye certain elements in common o Perhaps 
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an observation which Farebrother mQdo after he 

had been listening to Lydgate expound on his 

ideals will make these clements clear. 

Ilyou have not only got the old Adam 
in yourself against you, but you have 
got all those descendants of the ori
g~nal Adam who form the society 
around you 0 ". 

86 

Farebrother isolates two factors working against 

Lydgate in the attainment of his ideal: the one is 

faults in Lydgate'scharacter, corresponding to 

what George Eliot called his spots of commonness; 

the second is social interference. Th~~e tw~ 

factors may be ~qually applied in Bulstrode's 

case, for he, like Lydgate, was frustrated b~ 

his own' character traits as well as by society 

in his attempt to achieve what he considered an 

ideal, or heroic life. Yet in both the case of 

Lydgate and of Bulstrode, the character faults 

to some extent came before, and are indeed the 

basis of the social interference~ Lydgate's massive 

conceit and unreflecting egoism initiated ,some of 
. . 

the social antagonism whiGh was· to frustrate 

his plans. Bulstrode's passion to rule, to play 

86 '. 
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both bishop and,banker, disposed the community 

to be ill-favo~red toward him, and consequently 

toward plans which favoured his eminence. 

George Eliot illustrated the invclvement 

of Middiemarch society in Bulstrode's downfall 

by means of two highly dramatic scenes. In chapt~r 

seventy-one" she showed how the gossip concerning 

Buls trode 's past was spread thro,ughout r'lJiddlemarch 0 

Sparked by Mr Bambridge's story picked,up from 

Raffles, fueled" by M~ H~pkins' recount of Raffles' 

.~uneral, ·and fanned by the general dislik~ and 
(" 

suspicion of Bulstrode~ the "gossip about Bulstrode 

spread through Middlemarch like the smell of fire .. 1187 

La t"er in the s arne chapter, a"t the II sani tary meeting II ") 

the committee of "gentlemen" cleansed itself of 

Bulstrode's presence by publicly charging him with 

his ~ins and requesting him to quit the rqom. 

By presenting Bulstrode 1 s downfall in this ptiblic 

way, by detailing the steps, and by allowing the 

reader to witness them dramatically, George Eliot 

emphasized the dramatic interc?nnectedness of 

society, " with its significant relationship bet-

ween society anq the individual o The frustration 
" -

of Bulstrode's ambttions for heroic eminence was 
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ItJrought by an egoism which alienated the 

community and pre-disposed it to accept without 

question and without any possibility of mercy 

the scandal circulated concerning hime 

Lydgate's is perhaps'the most detailed 

story in the novel of how social interference can 

thwctrt individual plans for greatness even if 

achievement of that greatness were to benefit the 

very people engaged in the interference. Btit as 

in the case of Bulstrod~, it w·as not so much ·that 

society was of its own impetus disposed to .hinder 
. I' 

Lydgate; it was rather that Lydgate himself on 

occasion gave society the initiative~It is true 

that there were vestiges of reaction in the form 

of prejudices which would militate against Lydgate, 

but s~ch.appeared of lesser account when compared 

to Lydgate'$ spots of commonness wh~ch goaded the 

prejudices, offended s~nsitivity, an.d ignored 

'economy. Lydgate failed to understand the subtleties 

of society with 'its web of interconnections. Al-
1"' 

though he tried to defer to Mr W~nch in the case 

of Fred Viney's attack of typhoid fever, and 

although he shunned the dubious fame he got from 

such lIcuresll as Nancy Nash's tumour, Lydgate 

neverthless succeeded in alien~ting the medical· 
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men of r;iclcllenurch with his c(lreles~; insensitivity .. 

Lydq':Jt(~'S distinctiveness of mind 

which belonged to his intellectual 
ardour, did not penetrate his feeling 
and judgment· about furnitu~e, or 
women, or the desirability of its 
being known (without his telling) 
that he was better born than other 88 
country surgeons. 

Early in. his career, Lydgate vowed that he 

would keep himself. free of any entanglements that 

would interfere' with his work. But almost i'mmedi-' 

ately upon his arrival .at the fever hospital, he 

was' forced by circumstances to decide the ch~plaincy 

question. George Eliot does not present a situation 

in which there is a clearly cut right or wrong 

choice between Mr Tyke and Mr Farebrother;' both 
. . 

men had their. recommending qualities as well as 

disadvantages. The complexities.of the decision 

emphasize that 

for the first time Lydgate was feeling 
the hampering thread~ike pressure of 
small social ~onditions', and ~heir 89 
frustrating perplexities o 

In his decision Lydgate became identified with 

88 ."' . 
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;::'uls1:rc;),-', ,111d thus alienated a scct:Lon of ·the 

OIlJy minor when compured to LydSFlte' s clloicc~ 'o:f 

Rosamond for a wif6. Lydgate's judgment of women 

was' s~en to be faulty iti the Laure episode in 

Paris. One cannot blame Rosamond for frustrating 

Lydgate's ambition; one must rather lay the fault 

Qt Lydgate's fe~t for making such a choice. 

MQrriage brought to Lydgate a wife who 

was so wrapped up in her own a~bitions that she 

could not understand his. Marriage also brought 

" to Lydgate a d~bt~ His lack 6f judgment in financial 

affairs,.along with. his disdain of "thread-bare 

doctrine~1 involved bim so deeply in financial 

problems that he neglected his work. When Lydgate 

87 

reached this point in his life,' George Eliot comments, 

. . . 
Only those who krtow the supremacy of 
the intellectual life -- the life 
which has a seed of enobling thought 
and ~urpose within it -- can understand 
the grief of on~ who falls from that 
serene activity into the absorbing 
soul-wasting struggle with world~y 90 
annoyances .. 

By the time Lydgate became implicated in the 

Bulstrode scandal, he was so :wasted with the 

._-_.----- ------'"---
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..... :::; :-.:~ ;,'118 \vhiCh h:ld hindered hi~; progress that, 

cit::spi te D0rothea' s proffered help, he capi tula ted .. 

IIAleis!' the scientific conscience had got into the 

debasing company of money obligation ,and selfish 

91 respects .. II 

Each characte~ ~et his frustration in his own way~ 

Rosamond, after she had moved to Londoh, appeared 

to have revived her same old ambitions. After Lyd-

gate dieq, she married an elderly and wealthy 

88 

physician, and spoke of her happ~ness 92 as "a reward ll 
.. 

Lydgate, however, lIalways regarded' himself as a 

,failure; 
, , 93 

he had not done what he once meant .t9 do .. II 

It was at least partly due to LydgateYs goodness 

that he had given up his ambition and gone to 

London .. He could not ask ,Rosamond to stay in 

Middlemarch and fight for survival there though 

he had Dorothea's support; he felt responsibility 

for Rosamond's unhappiness. 

He had chosen this fragile creature, 
and had taken the burthen of her life 

91Middl.~~b., p'o 542. 
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89 

upon his arms" He must walk as he could'94 
carrying that burthen pitifully. 

George Eliot writes that "In brief, Lydgate was 

what is called a successful mane" One suspects 

irony in this observation wh6n one considers what 

·Lydgate said to Dorothea, "I have not taken a 

bribe yet. But there is a pale shade of bribery 

which is called prosperity",,95 LydgClte suffered 

prosperity -- in both senses of the word. 

Bulstrpde, like Lydgate, accommod&ted his 

frustration by leaving Middlemarch. We hear nothing 

of him after this. None of th~ three charact~rs 

mentioned Bulstrode, Rosamond, or Lydga~e, 

(Casaubon died) -~ appearsto have benefited morally 

fro~~~~experienceo The. over-burdening catas-

trophe in these three characters' lives comes near 

the end of the novel·. The corresponding catastrophe 

in Dorothea's and Fred's lives comes relatively 

early in the novel. This is meaningful, for espe-

cially in Dorothea's story, George·Eliot provides 

herself with scope for a detailed presentation of 

the emergence out of frustration into an awareness 

94~iddl~~~E£~'Pg 586 0 

95 Ibid·", po 56J ... 



of what makes a me"ningful life. Thus George 

Eliot presents both ·sides of her moral mE~~sdq~. 

Frustrated hcroism ~s the 0c9dtivc side; thc 

positive side of the message we shall consider 

in the next chaptero 
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IIl u The Modern Hero 

True, modern teroism for George Eliot is so unlike 

the traditional concepts of heroism that one 

almost hesitates to use the term "he·roisrn"" But 

heroism it is, for the. modern hero embodies and 

conserve~ socially significant values. The values 

of that kind of heroism which was based on tradi
/' 

tional social faith and ord.er were at best meaningless 

to modern society? or at worst harmful to ito 

The problem then is to discover val ue[; which are 
.; 

meaningful to moder0 societYQ 

An exam~nation of the stages of Dorothea's 

moral development may prove helpful in attempting 

to come to grips with this problern o George Eliot 

has very carefully structured the key passages in 

this development. In each of these passag~s Dorothea 

is found looking out of an upp~r window at Lowick 

Manor down Qn~the scene below o The first occasion 

is that of Peter Featherstone's funeral o Dorothea 
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h~d just returned from Rome where she hild suffered 

the initial stage of disillusionment with her 

marriage and her pros?ects for the grand lifee 

This scene, 

aloof as it seemed to be from the tenor 
of her life, always afterwards came 
back to her at the touch of certain 
sensitive points in memory, just as 
the vision of St .. Peter's at ;\orne was 
interwoven wi th moods, of despondency" 
Scenes which make vital changes in 
our neighbours' lot are but the back
ground of our own, yet, like a particular 
aspect of the fields and trees, they 
become asso~iated for us with the 
epochs of our own histor~, and make 
~ part of that unity which lies in 

I' • 
the selection of our keenest consclour-ness., 

Here George EliOf-"-Cir_av.,ls the reader I s ~ttentlon to 

the interconnectedness of human life,,-As she _ 
- -

continues in the passage, -George Eliot intimates 

that Dorothea, prompted by the ve~y ardour of her 

nature~ felt a loneliriess o Her association with her 

_neighbou~sl lot was a "dream-like association of 

something alien and-ill-understood " ; she was somehow 

. aloof, up in the window, and c:ou Id only look -1I\'/i th 

- 2 imperfect discrimination on the life below!l .. 

l!i~d£lemarch, p .. 2"83 0 

2Ibido,_po 238 0 
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Dorothea's discontent with this position shows for 

George Eliot that she is moving in the right direc-

tion morally. She is groping for closer identification 
; 

with her neighbours' lot, which represents sbciety's 

condition, but she does not 'yet know what action 

to take .. 

By the time of the second window-scene, 

-Dorothea had returned. to live at Lowick Manor after 

Casaubon's death. One ~orning, Dorothea was seated 

in her boudoir attempti~g to make an exact statement 

of her income and affairs .. She looked out "along 
/ 

the avenue of limes to the dis tant fields a." 

Eve~y leaf waS at rest in the sunshine, 
the familiar scene was changeless, and 
seemed to represent the prospect of her 
life, full of motiveless ease -
motiveless, if her own energy-could not 3 
seek out reasons for ardent a~tiono 

Dorothea has progressed beyond the stage of mere 

discontent as wi tnessed' in. the firs t scene <> She 

realizes that the motive for breaking out of this 

seemingly. odious ease must come from within her-

self: her own energy must seek'out reasons for 

~rd~nt action. She could not rely on.a Casaubon 

with his knowledge, or even upon prayers, or on 

--.-------------~----------------------------------



God to give ner the reasons for action action 

\-Ihicn mei:mt involvc~ment in her neighbours I lot~ 

The reaso~s for action must be entirely human to 

apply me~ningfully to a human situation. And 

human reasons can be found only within human 
J 

r 
beings. Dorothea realizes this; nevertheless she 

is stiil unable to find reasons for ardent action. 

She has not yet reached that stage of moral 

development .. 

This last ~tage is presented in the third 

window-saene. Dorothea had spent a harrowing night, 
. / 

doubting Ladislaw's·love of her after finding Rosa-

mond and Ladislaw in a seemingly compromising 
, 

situationo In the early morning, Dorothea drew 

as ide- the curtains of her boudoir window, and 

looked out towards the bit of road that 
lay in view, with fields beyond, ou~

side the ~ntrance-gates. On the road 
there was a man with a bundle on his 
back and a woman carrying he~ baby; 
in the field she could see figures 
moving -- perhaps the shepherd with 
his dog. Far off in the bending sky 
was the pearly light, and she felt 
the largeness of the world and the 
manifolD wakings of men to labour 
and endurance. She was a part of 
that involuntary., palpitating .life, 
and could neither look out on it 
from her luxurious shelter as a 
mere spectator, nor hide her eyes 4 
in selfish complaining. 

-----._-----
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Here Dorothea experiences il feeling of involvement 

in all the ~uman life and ac~ivities which she sees 

around her. This experience of feeling is her sal-

vation c Her search for knowledge could not b~ing 

her this sense of involvement; for Ge9fge Eliot, 
, / 

the sense of involvement seems to be basically 

an ~motional experience~ The will to be involved 

is, of course, prerequisite~ But this will is not 

easily made gcnuine~ One cannot'be truly involved 

in society and at the same time desire selfish ends o 

True {nvolvemerit m~ans relinquishing egoistic 

desires and submit~ing to altruistic motivations o 

Dorothea's behaviour immediately after thi~ , 
, 

experience shows the basis of her motivation o She 

returned to Rosamond td speak on Lydgate's behalf 

'when shebeliev~d that Rosamond had captured the 

man whose love ~he ¢esiredo Such ~n act testifies 

to Dorothea's altruistic motivation~ 

The differences .in the scenes which Dorothea 

witnessed are important in their implications g The 

firs~ scine is 'one of'death, and of burial G The 

last scene is one of rebirth~ The coming of dawn 

suggests ~his, 'as well as the presence o~ the 

mother and babyo' Perhaps the i~plication here, 
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parallels th~ Christian paradox wherein death 

becomes the necessary prelude to life. For George 

Eliot, the death and burial of selfish cc~siderations 

with their socially divisive tendencies is a ne

cessary prelude to the rebirth into a meaningful 

relationship with society" . In the second scene, 

the complete absence of peopl~ would tend to 

suggest that the motives for ardent action can 

never ccime without the involvem~nt of human 

considerations. 1~e signs of new life in the last 

scene cOBtrast"with the death of the first scene, 

in bringing a sense of ,hopefulness and meani~gfulness" 

in the involvement with life. It may be- noted also 

that in this sense of involvement in the life around 

one, there is no aistinction of rank. Dorothea 

shared the same~ communal life as the labourers-

going out to wo'rko 'the sense of aloofne~s, so 

apparent ~~ the first s6ene, has vanished a 

~eorge Eliot's moral purpose is "not 

answered solely in these three short scenes. These 

Scenes illustrate her-emphasis on the feeling of 

emotional involvement in the life of" the whole 

community. This mean~, in short, a "sensiDg of the 

dynamic interconnectedness of ~ociet~, and from 
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this, developing a tendency tow0rds altruistic 

action., Dorothea had reached this stage oi' 

developm~nt; yet before her marriage to Ladislaw 

she intimated that she felt a kind of failure in 

her life o Dorothea's life had been ·full of plans 

basically benevolent in their' conception, ,but. with 

the exception of her cottages, these plans were 

unrelated to basic social needs. To Lydgate she 

said, "there is no sorrow I have thought mc:ire' 

about than that. to love what is great, and try 

to .reach"it; .and yet to faiL.,,5 She confided to 
t' 6 

Celia, III have never carried. out any plan yet ... l1
· 

Dorothea sensed a failure in not acco~plishing 

anything concretely practical which was adapted to 

definite social needs.. This assessment of failur.e 

may be modified if one considers the intangibl~ and , . 

small effects Which Dorothea had on various charaC-

ters .. Her' s.piri tual goodness affected both Rosamond 

and Lydgate. Her b~riefi6ence helped. Farebrother and 

his family •. Certainly others'. lives would have been 

more unpleasant if it had not been fo)::" Dorothea • 

. ]\ievertheless, it still remains that Dorothea fel t 

a failure in not carrying out any plan, and perhaps 

~-----~-----------------------------------~--5 . . . . 
'~l~~££~, po 560 Q 

6 Ibis:!o, p .. 600 .. 
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this says something for George.Eliot's emphosis on 

practical works, answeritig .adefinite social need. 

Concrete, practical objectives were very 

important for George Eliot. This is the meaning 

which may be taken from Fred Vincy's re~emption. 

Fred's story goes b~ck beyond Dorothea'suFred came 

to real is tic terms with the comr.mni ty around him 

because of the effect which Mary Garth had on him. 

When he failed to pay the debt which Caleb Garth 

had guari1\}{teed, Fred ca~sed the Gp.rth family a 

great deal of trouble, the greatest being that the 
r 

family could not pay the pr~mium needed for·Arthur 

to attend engineering schoolo On this ·occasion, 

Fred felt for "the first time something like the 

·7 
tooth of remorse o II Fred yvas begtnning: to r.ealize 

that other peop·le had an nequivalent centre of self 0" 

I'1ary fostered the gro.wth of this al truis·tic 'concer:n .. 

She also 'stressed something wh.ich appears to have 

been bre4 in all th~ Garths, the need for cohcrete 

work aimed at serVing some social need o In this 

reg~rd Ar~hur's education stan~s. in . ironic 

contiast to Fred's~The latter's education was 

only for gentility's sake; whereas Arthur's served 

,a definite social need in a practical way. Mary . 

. . . ---------------------------------------------------

7Middlemarch, p. 183. 
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heartily encburaged Fred to make his "life use£ul o 

She said it was "very painful" for her to see in 

Fred an "idle frivolous creature" • .she admonished 

Fred: 

How can you bear to b~ so contemptible 
when others are working and "striving, 
and there are "so ~p~~ things to be done 
-- how ~an you bear to be fit for 
nothing in the world that is useful? 
A"nd with so much good in your disposi
tion, Fred -- you might be worth a 
great deal .. 8" 

1 
i 

) 
,/ 

Usefulpess" or worth involves working at any task 

whichge~uinely serves a soc~al"need~" 
/" 

Fred renounced the three traditional pro-

fessions -- law, medicine, and divinity -- in 
-
favour of a much more humble kind of work. Fred, 

as we have seen~ had to give up considering either 

law or" medicine as prbfessions because of his 
" ~ 

financial 'prospects; " howevCir, he did have a 

definite chance to take, up divinity as a profession~ 

It is important to note that Fred, "unlike his 

family, did not feel that he was loweiing "himself 

in accepting the "socially less "prsstigious work 

offered by Caleb Gqrth~" any work which benefited 

soci~ty h~d dignity~ 
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It is in this way th,J.t Fired's, sLory goes 

beyond Dorothea's, for P=ed, ,encouraged by Mary and 

Caleb, began to work with Caleb Garth in his business. 

Dorothea is not shown in the story to take up any 

such work, unless -- and this cannot be discounted 

her wifely devotion to Ladislaw and her motherhood 

be considered as such. This aspect of Dorothea's 

life, however, extends beyond the scope of the novel. 

Within the novel, the definition' of George Eliot's 

moral purpose appears to unfold through a series 
~c'JJ" • 

of chara~ters, with each adding a parti-

cular aspect to the purpose until it reaches/its 

'clearest represent~tion in the ,character of Caleb 

Garth.' Fred Vincy'sassociation with Caleb Garth's 

business provides'a smooth transition to George 

Eliot's most ~lear ~tatement of her moral purpose 

in Middlemarch" -------

George Eliot would appear to suggest that a 

sympathetic awareness of an equivalent centre of 

self is at the basis of her retigion of mankind 9 

replacing traditional social faith. The rites of 

this religion are exercised in work -- work which 

is socially beneficial~ Caleb Garth spoke of his 

"business", or work in terms of reverence which 

suggest that work fot him is equated with a 

McMASTER U.NIVERSlTX LlBRAR.'*, 



reliaious act" Business is referred to as Garthts 
a 

flGdnctL:aryfl;J it never met money·tran..;;actioDs for 

him, 
. ~ 0 

"but the skilful application of labourfl .. .L 

V.Jhen Garth talked of business 1 he felt "himself to 

b " tl" d 1 1"" 11 . . " e s aylng some· nng . eep y re J.glOUS If.. . Bus lncs s 

~"as a "sacred ~allingllQ12 

Garth defines the purpose of work and the 

rewards ~t bringsj he·said to his wife~ 

Its a fine thing to come to a man when 
he's seen into the nature of business: 
to have.the "chance of get.ting a bit of 
the country into good fettle, as they 

.say, and putting· men into the riBht 
with their farming, and getting a bit 
of good contriving and solid building 
done -- thattho~e ~ho are living and 

. those who come after will be the better 
for it. I'd sooner have it than a for
tune o I hold it the most honorable work 
that is .. 0 .. 0 It's a great gift of l3 God·, Susan .. 

From this passage we can also see that Garth's 

work is motivafed ·by altruism; Elsewhere George 

Elio~ br~ngs out this motivation by e~phasizing 

Garth's basic wei3.kness:·when asked to manage the 

---~------------~---------------------.----.---------

9~iddle~£~, po 294 0 

1 0Ib" ,.. 402-__ ~.;, po· .v 

111 , " , 409 -E,lOo,· po .. 

12Ibid .. , p".292 .. 

13 Ibi"d·.. po 295.
0 --- , 
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os ta.tes G. t I"reshi tt· and the Grange, Garth exclaimed, 

IIi\. man Ivithout a family would be glad t~o do it for 

nothi'ng! ,,14 Garth was so concerned with his work, 

which was always done on behalf of others with a 

view to'improving c00ditions for others, that he 

was largely unmindful of his own needs. George " 

Eliot is perhaps indicating in this regard that 

altruism must be tempered with a degree of self-

concern; altruism can be taken advantage of by 

others less scrupulous "unless a degree of concern 

,for self-preservation is present~ Caleb Garth 

failed in business, not because he 
r 

was a poor or 

dishonest workman,. but becaus~ he neglected the 

realities of sound finance in his pession for 

working and was taken advantage of. Fortunately 

Garth had a wife who. helped to compensate for 

his weakness in this regard. 

George Eliot stressed not only Caleb 

Garth's Il r everential soul!l, but also his strong 

"practical intelligence"o15 If work represents the 

rites of George ,Eliot's religion of mankind, such 

work must be clearly practical; that is, it must 

-----------------~--------------------------------

14Middlemarch, po 295. 

15Ibid,. po 185" ---- , 
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The desirability of b~sic, practical 

objectives in work can be explained ~n terms of 

George Eliot's conception of. the dynamic inter-

connectedness of socictyu If one's work brings 

about a b2sic • • J lmprovemenc in the life of one's 

neighbour, this improvement will ultimately have 

its effect on the whole community because of the. 

dynamic interconnectedness of society~ Anything 

so simple as the building of a good fence, ever 

which Garth expressed concern~ .will,· ultimately 

affect the whole commun~ty. Small, seemingl/in-

. significant deeds \V'ill ameli6rate society ~ Such 

deeds do not bring immortality; Susan Garth 

observed that her husband I s "good vvork remains 

. . 19 "'. 
though his name may be forgot ten 0 II ;.J.uch a mal},' 

however~ is the true, mOdern hero. IlHer:-o 1. s m IT' , , 
Barba}:'a Hardy 'wri tes, "is supplanted, :'~in George 

. 20 
EliQt,. by thE? diffusion of good works .. " George 

. Eliot eloquently reinforces ·this .idea at. the end 

of the novel" 

18G Eliot, r~!l~~oli, ppo 295-296. 
19 '. 
~lddl~~E£b, po 295 • 

. 20B Hardy,' ~b.~_Novels_£~Ge~ge E!ioi, 
po 34" 
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be directly ~pplied to some social need. Garth 

-roundly applauds Dorothea's.plans for cottages 

for labourers because after the work on these 

.cottages is completed, "men are better for it",,16 

In the same vein, Ga~th ap0ears to be largely 

distrustful of poli tical action: "1rJhat people do 

who go into politics I can't think: it drives me 

almost mad to see miSmanagement over only a few 

17 hundred acres .. " . Garth would agree with IVIr Cad-

wallader in saying that improvements or reforms 

which brin~ about an imm~diate~y. defineable 

improvement in one's neighbour's lot are of ~ 

greater significance than legislative or ~olitic~l 

reforms~ Mr Cadwallader said that 'if he were 

Brooke, 'he 'would give Garth"carte blanche about --- ------
gates andrepairs", adding "that's my view of the 

political situationol! The implication here is'that 

legislative reforms are useless ~nless those con-

ditions which most dicectly affect man are first 

improved .. This argument falls in line with Felix 

Holt's idea that social amelioration must begin at 

the most basic levels; when basic improvements.are 

made, then the resultant social amelioration will 

. 16 
~id3.1e~~rc!2.,po 402 .. 

171 , . d . 295 _£2:._'" P <> .. 
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The growing cood of the 00rld is 
p;irtly dependent on unhisi:oric 
,'lets; ailei ti,at. thin(Js are not :~o 

ill with you and me as thpy rniJht 
have been. is half owing to the 

'number who lived faithfully a 
hidden ~ife, and rest in unvisited2l tombs" 

At the beginning of the second book of :i~9.9l:.em~ch 

George, Eliot wrote: 

For in the multitude of middle-aged 
men who ,go ~bout their Vocations in 
a daily course dete~mined for them 
much in the'same way as the tie pf 

'their craVats, there is always 
006d number who once meant to shape 
their Dwn deeds and alter the world 
a little" The s tory of t,heir cCJming 
to be shapen after the average and, 

.fit to be packed-by t~e gross 1 is 
, hardly ever told even in their 
con~ciousne~s;f00 p~rhaps th~ir 
ardour in generous unpaid toil . 
c061ed as imperceptibly as the 
ardour of oth~r youthful lovers. 22 

j-"Uddlemarch is th~ story of such people who meant 

to shape their lives and alter the 'world a li~tle~ 

It !s,the story of their frustratiorG~ But w~th 

the exception of Lydgate, it is also,the sto~y of 

----------------------------------------------------

/ 
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· ' 

understarid the nature of man and the world? _ 

and th~mselvEs. Ly¢g~te sensed the high value 

of ~ltruistic ser~ice, but character faults frus-

tr~ted his chances of success. 

Yet most of all, ~lddl.£~ircb. i;, the story 

in praise bf generous unpaid toil, of toil unre-

warded by immortality. I~ i~ the story in pr~ise of 

of countless heroe~~ such as Caleb Garth. Although 

their n2mes are buried by mortality, their deeds 

are preserved because they have refused to be 
/ 

motivated by egoistic corisiderations; they f~lt 

that society's concerns were· the individual's 

concern~; they did their work under ·the impulse 

of altruistic prdmptingso Such are the modern 

heroes .• Their countless, small and humb~e deeds 

form the basis of social progress. 
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